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The Ageing Antidote

Fatima Yaqoob, United Kingdom

Fatima Yaqoob is a student in London reading A Levels in Biology, Chemistry
and History. She is interested in expanding upon her scienti�c knowledge and
would like to study medicine at University.

he global population is ageing
faster than ever before since the
beginning of history. In 10000
BC, mean life expectancy was

around 27 years which has now increased to
73 years in 2020 and in several HICs mean
life expectancy is above 80 years. In 2004
around 461 million people across the world
were older than 65 years (retirement age)
which is projected to exceed 2 billion by
20501. Longer life presents more
opportunities, both for individuals and
society, however the process of ageing with
its consequential frailty poses major
challenges to senior citizens which hinder
opportunities for economic and personal
productivity.

Ageing is the process of deterioration with
chronological age. At a biological level
ageing is thought to occur due to a lifelong
accumulation of molecular and cellular
damage over time1 which leads to
physiological and cognitive decline.
However at a cellular level, ageing is de�ned
as a process of senescence in which a cell’s
ability to divide, repair and di�erentiate is
lost. An accumulation of these senescent
cells over time may result in chronic

in�ammation and diseases such as cancer,
atherosclerotic disease and diabetes
mellitus2. These structural and metabolic
changes result in the development of the
typical ‘outward signs of ageing,’ for
instance grey hair is due to the depletion of
stem cells in hair follicles3.

In addition, these changes can also lead to
the emergence of geriatric syndromes
which are multifactorial with shared risk
factors including older chronological age,
cognitive impairment, functional
impairment, and impaired mobility
manifesting as pressure ulcers,
incontinence, falls, functional decline, and
delirium4. In geriatric syndromes, frailty
assessment measures the state of increased
vulnerability due to ageing-associated
decline in function across multiple
physiological systems. Increased frailty
scores are associated with a heightened risk
of injurious outcomes including falls and
confusion.

Studies involving healthy elderly individuals
and frail elderly individuals have
investigated this vulnerability. They showed
that after a minor stressor event such as the

1
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commencement of a new medication or a
minor medical procedure, the frail
individual su�ers from a larger functional
deterioration and takes much longer to
return to their baseline functional
capability in comparison to the �t
individual. They lose independence and are
therefore increasingly reliant on others 1.

Ageing a�ects the whole body, including
the brain, the endocrine system, the
immune system and the skeletal system and
so presents challenges for both the patient
and their social environment, especially if
left untreated and unmonitored. Fried, a
geriatrician and epidemiologist, used data
from a Cardiovascular Health Study and
established a frailty index based on scoring
of �ve indicators: weight loss, self-reported
exhaustion, low energy levels, slow gait
speed and weak grip strength 1,5. The study

concluded that those classed as frail had an
increased outcome of falls, hospitalisation
and mortality compared to those
categorised as pre-frail and not frail. And
so, clinicians use this frailty model as a way
to diagnose and manage frail, elderly
individuals.

However, scientists and clinicians are now
focusing to extend the healthy life span of
the population. Table 1 shows that on
average from birth, males su�er from 16.1
years and women 19.0 years of ill health
which is about 20% of their entire lifetimes
with huge personal and national economic
costs. Health care professionals want to
decrease this percentage by devising
anti-ageing strategies which can reverse the
e�ects of senescence and ageing in order to
improve the quantity of good and
productive quality of life of the population.

Table 1: Shows the life expectancy and healthy life expectancy of men and women from birth and
age of 65 in England 2013-2015. Note: Reprinted from Public Health England (2017)  'Chapter

1: life expectancy and healthy life expectancy.

The concept of anti-ageing treatment is not
new, at around 69BCE- 30BCE Cleopatra
took daily baths in donkey milk to maintain
a youthful glow. In the Elizabethan Era
women placed thin slices of raw meat on

their faces to reduce the appearance of
wrinkles6. More recently, cosmetic
treatments including hair dyes, creams,
Botox and antioxidant diets have become

2
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increasingly popular to mitigate the
outward signs of ageing.

The new anti-age movement looks past
these simple cosmetic treatments as
advocates see old age as an economic burden
on society7 and so their work now looks to
extend the healthy life span of an
individual. To do this, clinicians will need
to change their traditional treatment
approach of ‘one-size-�ts-all’ and apply
unique therapies suitable for each
individual patient based on the di�erent
pathways leading to the same disease. For
example, a heart attack can be caused by
high blood pressure, high cholesterol,
obesity or diabetes. A personalized
approach would focus on treating the
predominant factor, rather than the current
guidelines driven strategy healthcare
professionals use today.

Scientists are currently researching whether
ageing of cells and organisms can be
reversed instead of merely delayed8.
Heterochronic parabiosis studies where
the bloodstreams of a young mouse and an
old mouse are joined have shown that
factors in the blood of young animals can
revitalise ageing cells8. The blood of young
mice has been shown to restore function to
ageing organs such as the heart and brain,
reactivate stem cell division, promote
formation of new neurons in the brain and
even repair damaged spinal cords.

The scientists were keen to isolate speci�c
factors in the blood of young animals

causing the rejuvenation of aged tissue.
They have identi�ed pro-ageing factors
such as eotaxin and β2-microglobulin
which increase with age to hinder
neurological activity in young mice8. It is
not known whether blocking these factors
improves tissue function in mice, however
the identi�cation of these factors is a key
step in the search to cure ageing.

Furthermore, growth di�erentiation
factor 11(GDF-11)9 in the plasma has been
shown to increase strength of muscle cells
and also reverse DNA damage in cells.
Oxytocin, a hormone which controls
aspects of the reproductive system and is
involved in inducing labour has also been
identi�ed as a factor which reverses the
degeneration of muscle stem cells9. They
have been identi�ed as Pro-rejuvenation
factors in the blood. It is likely a
combination of factors including GDF11
and oxytocin which may regenerate aged
cells.

This research into young blood and its
rejuvenating e�ects seems promising, as it
seems to reverse the e�ects of ageing with
very little safety concerns in humans9. But
more research needs to be done in
pharmacological, social science and lifestyle
�elds to create e�ective personalized
anti-ageing therapies. However scientists
and clinicians could be on the verge of
�nding an ageing antidote and elixir of life.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click
here.
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Facial Recognition and Hemispheric Asymmetry

Kareena Patel, United Kingdom

acial recognition used to be
known as primarily the right
hemisphere’s role. In the past,
facial recognition has been
primarily performed by the right

hemisphere. However, new research
suggests that left-hemisphere mechanisms
are also involved in facial perception, and
memory.As such, the relative contribution
of each hemisphere to the process may vary
among individuals.

There was a peculiar case in which a man
known as A.D. saw that three years ago that
the faces he saw on TV were distorted as if
they were melting. He then discovered that
when he looked in the mirror, and that his
own face was a�ected as well as other faces
he saw. However, it was only the right side
of somebody’s face which seemed to be
distorted. He told researchers, “Everything
on the right side is longer, tighter and
fallen,”. This led to more studies on A.D.’s
brain in which doctors found a lesion in the
�bers connecting the brain’s two
hemispheres. Jorge Almeida at Coimbra
University in Portugal said, “I’m not saying
our brains are all the same, but we do share
a universal architecture” to try to pinpoint
how the right hemisphere is involved with
typical neuro-processing.

The researchers conducted an experiment
in which they showed A.D. 40 pictures
where half were faces, and the other 20 were

objects. They discovered that distortions
only occurred when looking at faces. They
also found that regardless of any other
factor such as depth and angle the faces
were presented in, A.D. only ever saw the
right half of the person’s face as if it was
melting. This was true even when the faces
were presented upside down which is
particularly fascinating. “These results
suggest two new key aspects of typical face
processing,” says Brad Duchaine at
Dartmouth College in New Hampshire,
who worked on the study with Almeida.
“We already knew that faces were processed
di�erently to other objects, but now we
know that we automatically �t new faces
into a template, so that we can compare it
to other faces stored in our memories,” he
said, which allows us to understand why
A.D. always saw the right side of people’s
faces as distorted.

“It also suggests that the two halves of a face
are processed in separate hemispheres at
some point,” says Duchaine. He speculates
that this may increase visual processing
speed, as usually, we look centrally at a
person’s face. So each eye takes in
information from each side of the face at
�rst glance. “Humans may have a capacity
to process the two face halves
independently, in part because faces are
symmetrical and are therefore redundant in
information processing terms in some

4
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situations,” says John Towler at Swansea
University, UK.

Due to the research done to understand
A.D. it has allowed us to discover a new
phenomenon in which we store a template
of people’s faces that we have met and apply
that template to new faces to try and
recognize a human face. However, there are
factors on hemispheric superiority among
gender and race. The power of each
hemisphere can vary depending on race and
gender.
A.W young and P.J. Bion studied the nature
of the sex di�erence in right hemisphere
superiority for upright face recognition. In
this study, they discovered that the ratio
stimuli to trials in an experiment a�ect the
right hemisphere superiority. A low ratio of
stimuli to trials (Condition A) seemed to
give right hemisphere superiorities for both
genders. In contrast, a high ratio of stimuli
to trials (Condition C) showed no
di�erence in visual hemi�eld for both
genders. The study shows between
Condition A and Condition C resulted in a
sex di�erence, only males seemed to show
right hemisphere superiority in Condition
B, which was a higher number of stimuli in
a certain time frequency. However, it is
argued that both males and females possess
asymmetrically organised face processing
mechanisms which is dependent on the
di�culty and intricacy level of the face
being examined in the face memory task
being completed by both genders.
Opposing the idea that there is a range in
which the mechanisms can operate due to
sex di�erences.

Another factor is cross-race facial
recognition. There was a study conducted
by Joshua Correll and Caroline Lemoine
about two phenomena related to face

perception. Perceivers have hemispheric
asymmetry as the right hemisphere is more
e�cient at processing faces. This poses the
question whether the recognition accuracy
is greater for one’s racial ingroup ,Their
study suggested “Black and White
participants viewed Black and White faces
presented to either the left or right visual
�eld. As predicted, participants showed a
more pronounced asymmetry for ingroup
(rather than outgroup) faces, and cross-race
recognition de�cits were more pronounced
for stimuli presented to the left (rather than
the right) visual �eld.”

Both these studies develop our
understanding of factors that contribute to
hemispheric asymmetry. I �nd it
particularly interesting how you would
think that these templates should be
applied easily to each person. Still, for races,
it seems to hinder slightly. This may just be
due to society in which we surround
ourselves with people similar to us with
similar traits, hence why the templates we
store are easier to place on people of the
same race.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click
here.
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The Link between Alzheimer’s and Mouth Bacteria

Amal Khan, United Kingdom

Amal Khan is a sixth form student at St. Helens School, Northwood.

Introduction
The phrase ‘A healthy mouth is a healthy body’ is multifaceted, but did you know that gum
disease can lead to Alzheimer’s disease? The mouth can be seen as the gateway to the rest of the
body, therefore poor oral hygiene can lead to a multitude of problems and perhaps chronic
disease. However, recent research shows that the toxins secreted from the periodontitis - causing
bacteria Porphyromonas Gingivalis have been found present in the brains of 96% of people with
Alzheimer’s - in comparison to only 39% for people without.1 These statistics only represent a
trend for the brain tissues amongst 53 Alzheimer’s patients. Nonetheless, it is worth noting the
possible reasons and consequences for the drastic increase in the accumulation of this bacteria
and what this could mean for the future of Alzheimer’s research.

Peridontitis
Firstly, the abundance of P. Gingivalis is the most serious cause of gum disease known as
periodontitis. It is shown that 1 in 5 people under the age of 30 have low levels of this bacteria2,
however, more than half of the U.S. population aged 30 and older have some form of
periodontal disease, and prevalence increases to 68 per cent for those aged 65 and older.3

Bacterial Translocation
Periodontitis causes the destruction of soft gum tissue and eventually reaching the pulp of the
teeth, where the nerves and blood vessels are located. At this point, the bacteria can travel to the
brain via a number of methods; one of which is by infecting monocytes in the blood vessels,
which travel in the bloodstream to the brain, and due to the bacteria’s properties, it is able to
adhere to and enter other cells. Another is by damaging the endothelial cells which protect the
blood-brain barrier and travelling across it via pinocytosis, gaining access to spread through
cranial nerves. Therefore, those with chronic periodontitis are at a higher risk of P. Gingivalis
reaching the brain and other parts of the body. The reticuloendothelial system is able to
eliminate bacteria circulating in the bloodstream within minutes4, however due to the fact that
the mouth is closer in distance to the brain, the bacteria is less likely to be removed.
Furthermore, the bacteria’s ability to penetrate the cerebral barriers allows the bacteria to
colonise within the brain and cause potential damage where it may not be able to do elsewhere
in the body.

Despite this, the presence of P. Gingivalis in the blood has also been shown to a�ect a number
of other organs such as the placenta and the liver, however it more notably contributes to
cardiovascular disease, with a recent study showing that 100% of patients with cardiovascular
disease had P. Gingivalis arterial colonisation. This is because foam cell formation is

6
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signi�cantly increased when this bacteria is infected into monocytes in the blood5, leading to the
accumulation of plaques in the arteries and causing strokes and heart attacks.

Formation of  Alzheimer’s disease
The research proposes that once the bacteria have colonised the brain, it secretes 2 proteases
called gingipains which degrade the proteins in the brain. One widely accepted hypothesis
suggests that Alzheimer’s is caused by the accumulation of misfolded proteins in the brain.
Hence,investigations have been done to investigate a chemical compound to neutralise these
gingipains. A study on mice showed that when they were injected with this bacterium into their
mouths, neurodegeneration in the brain occurred. However, once they were exposed to a
neutralising compound, they maintained healthy brain cells. Although this has shown to be
successful on mice, it has not yet proven to be safe and e�ective for humans.6

Following the damage of brain cells, a protein called amyloid beta forms a plaque over the
wound as an immune response. These amyloid plaques are commonly associated with
Alzheimer’s as they also ultimately lead to the death of neurons. In a healthy brain, these
proteins can be broken down and will not be harmful, however for someone with Alzheimer’s,
these plaques harden between nerve cells and become insoluble, therefore causing
neuro�brillary tangles. The protein ‘tau’, which forms microtubules inside cells, becomes
misfolded which causes twisted �bres. This prevents the transportation of important nutrients
and other substances inside the cytoskeleton from one part of the cell to the other.7

Furthermore, studies show that the presence of P. Gingivalis in the brain disturbs sleep
patterns, which reduces the e�cacy of the glymphatic system, so toxic substances, such as
amyloid beta, cannot be cleared and eliminated out of the brain.8 Evidently, the translocation of
this bacteria to the brain has a domino e�ect which leads to the eventual damage and
destruction of neurons. Despite this, research is being taken on many P. Gingivalis and
gingipain enzyme inhibitors; for example, a study taken on mice in 2019 showed that inhibitors
can be used to prevent this bacterium from reaching the brain. The inhibitor, TLR-4,
prevented the bacteria’s ability to respire and gain energy, therefore they could not continue the
pathway to the brain, resulting in a signi�cant decrease in amyloid beta plaques and cognitive
defects in the mice’s brains.9

Discussion
It is di�cult to distinguish whether the accumulation of bacteria in the brain is a cause or a
consequence of Alzheimer’s disease. The symptoms of Alzheimer’s usually appear many years
after the damage to the brain has already started, therefore if P. Gingivalis was the cause of
Alzheimer’s, the build-up of this bacteria must begin from a younger age than the diagnosis.
The rate of periodontitis increases with age, and the presence of bacteria in the brain is a
consequence of poor oral health, but this can easily be avoided by regular brushing and �ossing.
For someone with Alzheimer’s, they are more likely to forget to maintain this routine due to
memory loss. Nevertheless, keeping the rate of this bacterium under control can delay the
symptoms and the presence of this bacterium in the brain could even be used as a biomarker to
assess the chances of someone developing Alzheimer’s in the future.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click here.
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Sur�ng the Wavefunction

James Hugo Mackay, United States

James Hugo Mackay is driven by a curiosity for the fundamental interactions
of nature and love bagpiping, classical music, and pugs!

Advancements in computation as we know it have always been driven by breakthroughs in
semiconductor manufacturing. The Silicon Age saw the world transform into a digital
society, with global citizens enjoying the convenience of mobile devices, remote
communication, and the World Wide Web. Moore’s law — a statement of the biennial
doubling of computational capacity — consistently promised exponential gains. However, an
inevitable barrier lurked ahead: as ever-miniaturising transistors dangerously approach
atomic scales, quantum mechanics, which is the physics of the subatomic universe, is
beginning to interfere with hardware. In a turn of the tables, this seeming barrier to
computational progress now points in the direction of the next technological gold mine:
quantum computing. By exploiting the laws of quantum mechanics for computation, this
revolutionary technology o�ers paradigm-shifting methods to solve problems previously
thought impossible.

The groundwork for this �eld was laid in the early 1980s by the three theoretical physicists
Paul Benio�, Richard Feynman, and David Deutsch. Through the turn of the decade,
Feynman, who had pioneered the �eld of quantum electrodynamics in the ‘60s, in
collaboration with Benio�, �rst conceived the ‘quantum computer’. Building on the early
foundational work of these two, Deutsch, canonically referred to as The Father of Quantum
Computing, formalised this notion in his 1985 paper entitled Quantum theory, the
Church-Turing principle and the universal quantum computer. These founding fathers, with
the help of a few others, demonstrated to the scienti�c community the pragmatic potential of
this new application of quantum physics. Inspired by the theoretical proposition of such a
technology, engineers soon began development of the �rst proof-of-concept quantum
machines. And thus, the Quantum Revolution was set in motion.

The advantages of quantum computing boil down to two quantum mechanical phenomena:
superposition and entanglement. Whereas classical computers deal with bits and logic gates,
quantum computers deal with qubits (quantum bits) and quantum gates. Qubits, the unit of
information on a quantum computer, exist in a state of superposition and entanglement and
are operated on by quantum gates. Though the mathematical rigour may be ignored, it is

8
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useful to attain a high-level understanding of this terminology. Succinctly, the state of a
quantum system is detailed by its wavefunction. Until it is measured, the wavefunction exists
in a superposition of multiple states. These postulates are unintuitive as they do not share a
perfect classical analogue, but as a loose metaphor, a spinning coin is in a superposition of
heads and tails until it falls (i.e., is measured), and its wavefunction collapses to either heads
or tails. When quantum particles interact, their wavefunctions interfere and can become
entangled to conserve physical quantities (e.g., energy or momentum).

By leveraging these principles, quantum computers exploit the immense data storage ability
inherent to quantum systems. A simpli�ed but e�ective demonstration of the advantage
quantum computers have over classical ones is the task of solving a maze. The traditional
computer would try each possible path until one completes the maze, whereas the quantum
computer would simultaneously try each path, storing each as a possible quantum state. This
is possible only for the quantum computer because the wavefunction of the entangled qubits
can be made to exist in a superposition of states, where each state is a possible path, but a
classical computer must store these paths separately, which is far less e�cient. This is the
fundamental advantage of quantum computing. The realisation of this theoretical advantage
is a milestone in the quantum revolution known as ‘quantum supremacy’. This was in fact
achieved by Google in October 2019.

The experimental implementation of qubits can e�ectively take the form of any two-state
quantum object, whose states would represent 1 and 0 for computation. This �exibility has
allowed unique perspectives on designing quantum hardware to �ourish. With regard to
qubits alone, polarised photons, magnetised electrons, or trapped ions are among the many
forms that have been experimented with. Furthermore, entire paradigms of universal
quantum computation have emerged, namely gate model, measurement-based, and adiabatic
quantum computing. These each provide unique bene�ts or inherent orientations toward
certain classes of problems, making them �t for certain applications. This diverse family of
quantum machines has a lot to o�er across a spectrum of applications.

Research in the most notable STEM frontiers can be notoriously computationally
demanding. With the aid of quantum computers, many scienti�c and societal breakthroughs
would be unlocked. Teaching neural networks, a core process in machine learning, requires
vast sets of training data and thus a lot of time. The integration of quantum algorithms into
these methods, known as quantum-enhanced machine learning, would improve data storage
and reduce computation time signi�cantly. Financial modelling lends itself particularly well
to quantum computing for structural similarities that emerge in the mathematics of both
�nance and quantum mechanics. Similarly, medicine development involves complex
molecules, which are quantum systems themselves and thus can be e�ciently simulated by

9
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such a computer. None of these computational applications were thought feasible before the
quantum revolution; with the ingenious paradigm of quantum computing, the seemingly
impossible problems of �nancial modelling, drug development, and countless others may
soon be landmarks of the past.

Causing the most panice is the threat quantum algorithms pose to data encryption methods
and cybersecurity. The standard Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) encryption relies on classical
computers’ utter inability to e�ciently factor large numbers; however, a quantum computer
running Shor’s algorithm—a factoring algorithm invented by physicist Peter Shor—could do
this with ease, threatening this widely used encryption format. Fortunately, quantum
encryption algorithms have been under development to rival algorithms like Shor’s. A global
transition to the Quantum Age may very well be primarily motivated by a new arms race in
cybersecurity, in which quantum computers are the desired weapons.

The main barrier in e�ectively scaling up quantum computers is a notorious issue called
decoherence. De�ned as the separation of an entangled quantum system into its constituents,
this phenomenon makes accessing the computational power of quantum physics a delicate
and precarious task. Decoherence occurs when noise from the classical world, i.e. heat,
su�ciently disturbs the ultra-sensitive entangled system with excess energy, like warm air
sublimating dry ice, causing it to lose its useful properties. Consequently, these quantum
systems can only exist at very low temperatures. Thus, much of the recent progress in
quantum computing has been either in cooling methods or in making quantum systems
more resilient to environmental disturbances.

Powerful tech corporations are already funding their own quantum programs. This capitalist
investment, namely from Google, IBM, Amazon, Microsoft, Intel, and D-Wave Systems, is a
major factor driving the Quantum Revolution. An example of this is the aforementioned
demonstration of quantum supremacy by Google in 2019. For the foreseeable future,
however, quantum computers are likely to remain expensive scienti�c instruments,
inaccessible to the public as mainstream appliances.

The natural world is described by the same mathematics that so elegantly functions as the
language of quantum mechanics. This maths governs the world in uncontrollable ways which
humans nevertheless strive to understand, for intellectual satisfaction and societal gain.
However, classical computers are not built to e�ciently emulate these types of systems. At
this alone, traditional computers are philosophically distanced from the problems they are
pushed to solve, not to mention the size barrier transistors are approaching. In this way, the
relevance and retrospective necessity of simulating nature using quantum mechanics itself is
intuitively evident. The proli�c �eld of quantum computing is truly opening the door to a
civilization of previously science-�ctional capability.

10
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How does the concentration of Ca2+ at 0.650M, 1.30M, 1.95M,
and 2.60M a�ect the stem growth height of garlic (Allium

sativum) cloves?

Kevin Wang, Canada
Introduction

When I was young, I learned that calcium was extremely important in humans, as it assisted in the
development of healthy bones, as well as blood clotting. However, calcium was never mentioned
when I learnt about plants, so I wondered how calcium a�ected the development of plants. I
decided to choose garlic ( Allium sativum ) because they could be grown in close proximity in a
hydroponic setup, allowing for better absorption of the calcium. Furthermore, I also thought that
because there were many cloves of garlic in a bulb, there would be less variation that could alter
how the plant responded to the calcium.

Calcium is classi�ed as a secondary macronutrient, meaning that while it is not as crucial as
primary macronutrients like nitrogen for the growth of plants, it is still very important for the
healthy growth of a plant. It plays a structural role in plant cells and membranes, maintaining a
sturdy foundation for the growth of these structures (White, 2003). In garlic, calcium is typically
the highest when garlic undergoes bulb formation, as it ensures that the bulb develops properly. As
well, it acts as a counter cation for anions in the central vacuole, and also works as an intracellular
messenger in the cytosol of plant cells (Marschner, 1995). Calcium is taken in from the soil
through the roots, and is delivered to the rest of the plant through the xylem (White, 2003).
Calcium passes through the roots through the cytoplasm of cells that are connected by
plasmodesmata, pores of channels in between plant cells. It can also pass through the spaces outside
the cytoplasm of the plant cells, known as the apoplast (White, 2003). After passing through the
xylem, the calcium enters the plant cells through Ca 2+-permeable channels.

Calcium de�ciency is often rare in nature, but can be found in highly acidic soils. Symptoms of
calcium de�ciency are typically found in young leaves, where transpiration is low due to the size, as
well as in enclosed tissues. Tipburn, the browning of leaf edges, can occur in younger leaves. Fruits,
which are typically fed by the phloem can also exhibit calcium de�ciency, demonstrated by the
‘bitter pit’ in calcium de�cient apples. (White, 2003). In garlic, calcium de�ciency can result in
poor root growth, as root hairs do not form, a�ecting the uptake of water and other nutrients.
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However, excess calcium can also a�ect plants. Calcium toxicity can prevent seed germination, as
well as reduce growth rates and heights.

Hypothesis
Null hypothesis (H 0): As Ca 2+ concentration increases, there will be no di�erence in the heights
of the garlic stems.
Alternative Hypothesis (H a): As Ca 2+ concentration increases, the height of garlic stem growth
will increase.

Variables
Independent variable: Calcium concentration (0.650M Ca 2+, 1.30M Ca 2+, 1.95M Ca 2+,
2.60M  Ca 2+ in supplement form)
Dependent variable: Garlic stem growth height (cm) ( ±0.1cm)
Controlled variables:
● Temperature - All cloves of garlic were placed onthe same tray in the same spot, ensuring

that the cloves are in the same temperature. Temperature measured during the day was
around 20ºC and temperature during the night was 15ºC.

● Sunlight - All cloves of garlic were placed on the same tray. This meant that all cloves would
receive the same amount of light per day.

● Source of Calcium - All of the calcium used was fromcalcium supplements, which came in
pills. This ensured that there would be the same amount of calcium from the same source
per pill.

● Type of container used - The containers that were used were all cut to the same height, made
of the same plastic, and were the same size. This ensured that the containers would not
a�ect how the garlic stems grew.

● Volume of water initially - The volume of water was initially 10mL. As well, the same
amount of water was added to the containers every week. This ensured that the garlic would
not become dehydrated.

● Type of garlic used - All the garlic was harvestedfrom the same region and purchased at the
Real Canadian Superstore

Materials
● 100 cloves of garlic
● 50 calcium supplements (contains a mixture of calcium carbonate, calcium citrate,

calcium malate, calcium fumarate, calcium succinate)
● 1 stirring rod
● 25 small containers (approx. 40 mL each)
● 250 mL of tap water
● 1 large baking tray

12
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Procedure
1. Place the 25 small plastic containers in a 5 container by 5 container square on the baking

tray.
2. Fill each container with 10 mL of water
3. Place one tablet of calcium into the �rst column, place two tablets into the second  column,

place three tablets into the third column, and place four tablets into the fourth  column.
Leave one column with only water, this will be the control.

4. Stir all containers well, ensuring that the calcium is well dissolved.
5. Place four garlic cloves of similar size into each container. Ensure that the cloves are packed

together tightly and are upright, with the tip of each clove pointing upwards, for  optimal
stem growth.

6. Measure the initial stem height for all the garlic cloves, and record it. Measure from the  top
of the garlic clove.

7. Record the qualitative observations of each of thegarlic columns with each amount of
calcium concentrations. As well, observe the root growth of the garlic cloves.  8. Repeat steps
6 and 7 once per week for three weeks.

8. Add 6 mL of water to each container after every time the garlic stem height is measured.  10.
After measuring for the third week, dispose of the apparatus. Place the garlic in the  compost
and dispose of the water down the drain.

Risk Assessment
There are no signi�cant ethical, environment, or health and safety risks associated with this
experiment. The garlic and water used for this experiment should not be ingested. The garlic should
be put into the compost or garbage, and the water can be disposed of down the drain. However, if
there is excess calcium residue in the water then the residue can be disposed of in  the garbage.

In this experiment, 1 calcium supplement represents 0.650M Ca 2+, 2 calcium supplements
represents 1.30M Ca 2+, 3 calcium supplements represents 1.95M Ca 2+, and 4 calcium
supplements represents 2.60M.

13
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Processed Data
Table 2: Average garlic stem growth height for 5 trials, overall garlic stem growth height,
standard deviation, and margin of error at 95% confidence for garlic cloves grown in a solution
with no calcium supplements

Average Stem Growth Height (cm) Overall
average stem
growth

height (cm)

Standard
deviation
(cm)

Margin of
error  (cm)

Week Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5

0 0.25 0.08 0.08 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.062 ± 0.122

1 8.43 5.65 9.78 0.63 7.15 6.33 3.16 ±2.770

2 23.75 18.83 23.85 5.48 18.73 6.872 ±6.02

3 34.43 29.75 36.98 18.95 36.43 31.31 6.681 ±5.856

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vtMMOIqpAPl23Zl7OFFolh0z-eKkiFsFNoCQCf_co_4/
edit?fbclid=IwAR20hi44KG2TqYFt7-pHCuxCk-icnqKpm9ctUymBpUYIWgEXVxYiApr8xSA#gi
d=0

(The Processed Data is available at this link on Sheet 1)

Margin of error for week 0 of garlic grown with no calcium supplements at a 95% con�dence
interval: (Standard deviation x 1.960) = 0.122 cm
The error bars in this graph indicate the margin of error at 95% con�dence for the average
heights of the garlic stems at various concentrations. The R 2 values demonstrate that there is a
strong positive association between the points and the trend line.
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Statistical Analysis

Table 3: One-way analysis of variance test for all groups of garlic

This is available on the Data sheet on Sheet 4.

Table 4: One-way analysis of variance test for no calcium supplements and one calcium
supplement

This is available on the Data sheet on Sheet 5.

Table 5: One-way analysis of variance test for no calcium supplements and two calcium
supplements

This is available on the Data sheet on Sheet 6.

Table 6: One-way analysis of variance test for no calcium supplements and three calcium
supplements

This is available on the Data sheet on Sheet 7.

Table 7: One-way analysis of variance test for no calcium supplements and four calcium
supplements
This is available on the Data sheet on Sheet 8.

It can be observed that for all of the Analysis of Variance tests, the p-value was greater than 0.05,
indicating that there was not much statistical signi�cance in the tests. As a result, the null
hypothesis H 0 can’t be rejected. Furthermore, the alternative hypothesis must be rejected, as there is
still a correlation between the amount of calcium supplements and the growth height of the  garlic
stem.

15
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Qualitative observations
Table 8: Garlic stem growth quality and garlic clove root growth quality over three weeks in
solutions with di�erent amounts of calcium

Amount of calcium supplements

Week 0 1 2 3 4

0 small shoots
poking out
of some
garlic cloves,
light green
stems, clear
water, no
root growth

small stems
growing,
light green,
somewhat
translucent
water, no root
growth

small stems
growing,
light green,
somewhat
translucent
water, no root
growth

small stems
growing,
translucent
water, no root
growth

small stems
growing, light
green stems,
translucent
water, no root
growth

1 Stems
growing are
darker green,
some roots,

Stems are
growing, new
shoots
sprouting
from older
stems, some
roots

Medium
green stems,
Short roots

Light green
stems, short
roots,
translucent
water

Light green,
short stems,
somewhat
short roots.
Some calcium
on
roots

2 Darker tall
green stems,
some stems
begin to
separate,
transparent
water, some
root growth

Dark and tall
green stems,
some
separation in
stems, some
root growth,
nearly
transparent
water

Shorter, dark
green stems,
some
separation in
stem growth,
somewhat
translucent
water, some
calcium on
roots

Dark green
stems,
translucent
water, some
calcium on
roots,
separation in
stems

Very dark
green stems,
separation in
stems, many
roots,  calcium
on  roots,
translucent
water

16
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3 Light green
stem base,
darker tip,
transparent
water, 2
shoots
sprouting
from same
stem, some
root
growth

Green stem
base, darker
tip,
transparent
water, some
root growth,
2 shoots
sprouting
from the same
stem,

Light green
stem base,
green tip,
somewhat
transparent
water, more
and thicker
root growth

Light green
stem base,
darker green
tip,
translucent
water, some
calcium on
roots, thick
root growth

Light green
stem base,
darker green
tip, translucent
water, thick
and abundant
root growth

Conclusion
The purpose of this experiment was to determine how the concentrations of Ca 2+ at 0.650M,
1.30M, 1.95M, and 2.60M would a�ect the growth heights of garlic stems. From Tables 3-7, a
p-value that is greater than 0.05 is observed for all Analysis of Variance tests, meaning that H 0 can’t
be rejected. H a, the alternative hypothesis, must also be rejected, as it does not accurately re�ect the
results of this experiment. Instead, Table 2, Appendix B and Graph 1 demonstrate that garlic
growing with 1 calcium supplement exhibits the greatest stem growth height, at 32.53 cm after 3
weeks, and that garlic growth decreases as more calcium supplements are added, which is seen by
the �nal heights of 24.13 cm, 22.73 cm, and 21.56 cm for two, three, and four calcium supplements
respectively. With 2 or more calcium supplements, garlic growth is signi�cantly inhibited. This may
be attributed to the inability of the garlic to take up other nutrients, as well as water, since there
may be too much calcium that is surrounding the roots (White, 2003). Calcium’s importance in
developing the lamellar, or membrane, systems (Burstrom, 1968) was recorded in Table 8, which
demonstrated that in general, higher concentrations of calcium led to thicker and more roots, as
well as greener stems. Furthermore, over three weeks, the garlic stems with no calcium supplements
demonstrated less root growth, which may be attributed to less mitochondrial function due to
calcium de�ciency (Florell, 1956). Graph 1 also demonstrates how 1 calcium supplement allowed
for maximum growth, whereas no calcium supplements had a lower average height over the 3 weeks.
Excessive calcium may also result in over-rigidity of the cell wall, further inhibiting plant growth.
One major problem with this is that as the plant cell itself changes as the central vacuole swells and
contracts, there must be some �exibility in the cell wall to allow for the changes in size.
Furthermore, an over rigid cell wall results in the inability for the cells to grow as much, due to the
cell wall limiting the size that the cell can reach. This is demonstrated in Graph 1 and Table B4,
where the growth height of garlic stems decreases as the concentration of Ca 2+increases. This is
most notable when the concentration of Ca 2+is at 2.60M but the average height of the garlic stems
was only  21.56cm. Potential reasons for the extremely high p-values are discussed in the weaknesses.

17
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Strengths
One of the strengths of this experiment was that the apparatus the garlic stems were grown in
ensured that the growth of stems would promote more stem growth instead of devoting resources
to growth of bulbs. As a result, the e�ectiveness of the di�erent calcium concentrations could be
better measured. Another strength of this experiment was that by growing the garlic in water only,
it was easier to observe how calcium a�ected the growth of roots by removing the issue of having to
remove the garlic from soil in order to observe the roots. As well, the small containers that were
used made it so that, as opposed to planting the
garlic in a larger container, there would be less space for the garlic roots to grow, optimizing the
uptake of calcium as opposed to other nutrients that may have been present in soil.

Extensions
One possible extension of this experiment could be to measure the growth of the garlic bulb in
di�erent soil calcium concentrations. This experiment can be conducted in both extremely low soil
calcium concentrations, and extremely high calcium concentrations to explore the e�ects of absence
of calcium and calcium toxicity respectively on garlic growth. This experiment can also focus on
more qualitative observations by preparing microscope slides to study exactly how garlic cells are
a�ected by the varying calcium concentrations. One further investigation could be to study how
calcium concentrations a�ect soil microfauna. These tests can examine the e�ects of calcium
toxicity and calcium de�ciency on these microorganisms.

Weaknesses and Improvements
Weakness How it a�ects data Improvement

Size of garlic
cloves

Larger garlic cloves (obtained from the
outside of the bulb) may result in longer
stems, as opposed to the smaller garlic
cloves obtained from inside  the bulb.

Ensure that all garlic cloves are
roughly the same size, as it may
result in more uniformity in
data. Furthermore, the garlic
could be obtained from the same
batch, resulting in less
di�erences in stem growth that
may be based in genetics.

18
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Organization
of containers

In order to decrease the area that the cloves
were spread across and to increase the
uniformity of the data, the cloves were
organized in a 5 by 5 square. However, as
the stems grew in height, this meant that
some of the cloves that were in the middle
of the square may have been shielded by the
cloves on the outside, resulting in less
sunlight received and less  growth.

Position the tray in a space where
more direct sunlight can be
received by the middle cloves, ie.
positioning the light source
above the cloves instead of at an
angle.

Length of
time the
experiment
was carried
over

Since it generally takes over nine months for
garlic to fully mature, a period of three
weeks may be too short to calculate the true
e�ects of calcium on the growth of garlic,
even just the stem.

Carry the experiment over a
longer period of time, such as
two months, to truly understand
the e�ects of calcium on garlic
stem  growth.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click here.
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How possible is it to develop a phase-locked algorithm using 

high school knowledge only? 

Troy Wu, China 

 
Abstract 

The mechanism of the phase-locked loop is demystified with simple physics and 

mathematics in this essay. A model is built; an algorithm is developed, computationally 

simulated and mathematically verified; and eventually a design procedure is suggested. An 

application tool is also created to help with PLL design, providing users with the option among 

an industry standard, academic guideline, my proprietary suggestion, and users’ pick. It’s 

ultimately validated by practical experiments. 

 

Introduction 
Interest and Motivation 
I am a baseball fan who loves to watch the live broadcast in my car. The video freezes when the 

car stops at traffic lights at times. Moving a little further brings back video quality. It’s allegedly 

caused by “phase difference” which, though curious, I failed to understand until the school’s 

curriculum on sinusoidal functions and waves.  

What is a phase?  

If we imagine an ant crawling on a unit circle centered at origin on the X-Y plane, then phase, 𝜃, is 

just its dynamic angle counterclockwise and the sine function value, sin(𝜃),  is assigned as the y-

coordinate of the ant’s shadow with light projection parallel to the x-axis. (Figure.1-1)  

Figure.1-1 Phase and sine function 
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As the ant crawls in a circle, its phase is linearly proportional to time with the following linear 

relationship: 

Therefore, the phase is just an expression of time in a different unit.  (Figure 1-2) 

Figure 1-2 Sine function value vs time and phase 

Why is the reception of the broadcast poor? 

For wireless communication, message  needs carrying by a sinusoidal wave,  to 

make the radio  in the air. At the receiver end, the same sinusoidal wave shall be 

prepared to multiply the coming signal, 

The message  could be retrieved as while the high-frequency term is removed by 

special filters. However, if the received signal has some phase offset,   , to the locally 

prepared one, then the equation above becomes: 

Again, the high-frequency term could be filtered. But the retrieved message is in the form of  

, which means the retrieved message would diminish to nothing if is  

and thus makes . 

Recalling that phase is equivalent to time, we can view   as the time for radio to travel from 

a station to a user. As the car is moving,   must be changing accordingly. It will make  

  vary all the time, close to zero once in a while, which explains why the video 

gets frozen because of nothing being updated as I was watching the broadcast.  
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“Can the time-varying phase offset be removed?” 

I searched for the answer to the question on the internet and discovered phase differences can be 

eliminated by Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) technique adopted at the receiver end to adjust its sine 

wave. Digging deeper, I found the communication circumstances are even tougher - not only is 

there phase offset for the incoming radio signal but also its frequency suffers from Doppler shift 

since the car is moving.  However, it’s surprising that PLL still works to eliminate the frequency 

shift. This raises my interest and entrenches my intention to understand PLL in detail. 

 

What does PLL do?  
If the starts of each cycle of sine waves are marked as arrows, then the PLL function could be 

depicted as below to make all arrows aligned. (Figure 1-3) 

Figure 1-3 Function of Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) 

There are many resources to introduce PLL, including open college classes (Hajimiri, 2019) (MIT, 

2013) and industrial tutorials (Analog Devices, 2009). With them, I could understand the functions 

of most individual components, and the learning went smoothly until it came to the control 

algorithms: Laplace transform, Mason’s loop theory, and linear system analysis are considered as 

prerequisites, all of which are way beyond the scope of the high school curriculum. However, as 

the TOK of the IB program recommends the diverse paths of ways of knowing, I shall go on an 

exploration with my acquired knowledge. It’s very motivating to share my finding and possibly help 

other high-school students understand PLL. 

Research of the PLL 
The purpose of the PLL is to make a controllable signal source, after being divided by N times, to 

have the same phase as that of the reference signal. The basic functional blocks of the PLL go as 

Figure 1-4. (Hajimiri, 2019) 
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Figure 1-4 Architecture of PLL 

Phase frequency detector (PFD): The phase-frequency detector compares the timing of the 

rising edges (the arrow upright in Figure 1.5) of two clock signals. Equivalently, it compares when 

the cycles start. 

Figure. 1-5 Phase Frequency Detector (PFD) detects the starts of cycles for sinusoidal or pulse signal 

PFD consists of the following logic devices (Figure 1-6).  

Figure 1-6. The architecture of the Phase Frequency Detector (PFD) 

U1 and U2 are D-flipflops. U1and U2 will set their outputs to “1 (high level)” every time they 

receive a rising edge, respectively. Once their outputs are both ‘1’, U1 and U2 are reset to 0 and 

then wait for other rising edges to trigger them again.  
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Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO): It outputs a sinusoidal wave of which the frequency is 

controllable by turning the control voltage. The ratio of frequency change,  ,over control 

voltage change, , is called the gain of the VCO and denoted as . (Unit: Hz/V), i.e. 

 (Figure 1.7) 

Figure 1.7 Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO) and its Frequency-Voltage transfer function 

N-divider: Most of the time, we are not simply replicating the reference signal but making a signal 

of higher frequency by N times. That is to say, we want this signal, when divided by N, to have the 

same phase (and the frequency accordingly) as that of the reference signal. VCO’s signal passing a 

divider produces a new signal, called a comparison signal, which has the frequency of  times VCO’s 

original one. Accordingly, the comparison signal has frequency gain equal to  .  

(Unit: Hz/V) (Figure 1.8)  

Figure 1.8 The gain of frequency over control voltage changes after N-divider 

Loop filter: It’s the very block to do the control work after receiving a fast/slow signaling from 

detectors. Based on its circumstances, the loop filter adjusts the VCO accordingly. From the 

appearance, it’s made up of resistors and capacitors. However, it’s the most difficult part where all 

the abstruse mathematical transforms and control theories are applied. Bypassing this block will 

leave my learning on PLL hollow. Therefore, I must figure out a way to crack this. 
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The Modeling and development of the algorithm 

Most tutorials advise readers to imagine PLL as automobile racing. Based on my research, I believe 

the pace-keeping in the jogging scenario would be a better analogy since the PLL goal is not to 

race, but to keep the same tempo. My modeling goes as below: 

Scenario: 
Scenario description: A boy tries to keep pace with a girl who is jogging on a dark ground track. 

The only light is at the platform so the boy could only see the girl pass the platform but nowhere 

else. The boy could adjust his speed based on his awareness of whether he is late or early relative 

to the girl. 

Correlation and mapping: I use a lap of the ground track (L) to illustrate a complete phase, 2𝜋, 

of a periodic sine wave; therefore, the location of the position on the track and full track length 

will be properly corresponding to phase and 2𝜋. In a real PLL system, the VCO’s frequency is 

tunable; in my scenario, the speed of the boy is controllable. The boy’s speed is adjusted when 

either the boy or girl passes the platform, just as PFD sets its output to affect VCO’s frequency 

when a rising edge of the two comparison signals arrives. 

As for the loop filter, it corresponds to the control mechanism, which is the very part I’m 

exploring in this essay. In my modeling, it’s all about displacement, velocity, and acceleration 

which are well covered in physics. All of this look promising for me to solve the mystery. 

Intuitively, the boy shall increase or decrease his speed right away to mitigate any distance from 

the girl once he acknowledges whether he is fast or slow. Here comes an initial strategy.  

Algorithm Development: 

Strategy #1: With speed jump only 

The boy joins the jogging with normal speed   on a loop track of length L initially.  

Upon seeing the girl passing the platform, he increases his speed by   to , 

where  is a fixed speed jump.  must be greater than the girl’s speed VG to 

make it possible for the boy to catch up with the girl. He maintains this high speed until he passes 

the platform as well; then he returns to his normal speed VB.  

Similarly, if the boy leads to pass the platform, he will reduce his speed by   to  

 right away. He will maintain this low speed until the girl passes the platform too; then the 

boy will return to his original speed, VB.  

We can expect things will reach a steady-state in the long run. It will be either of the two diagrams 

in Figure 2-1.  
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Figure 2-1. Speed vs Time in a long run (steady-state) 

The delay time (positive for lag, negative for ahead), tc, will stay constant. In steady-state, the boy 

and the girl will spend the same time, , to finish a loop. Therefore, we get 

 (The boy’s normal speed  is slower) 

Or 

  (The boy’s normal speed  is faster) 

In either case, it concludes  . 

Hence, I conclude, in steady-state, the delay time reflects the speed difference. Besides, the boy and 

girl still never pass the platform at the same time (i.e. tc = 0) unless VB could be adjusted and equal 

to VG.  

Based on this, VB shall be adjusted to approach VG to make the synchronization. The boy cannot 

just return to the original speed after the velocity increase/decrease temporarily.  

It seems trivial for this initial strategy to fail because the boy only switches between two speeds 

while the goal is for him to have a steady single-speed equal to the girl. This strategy is intended to 

explore any signs out of foreseen failures. 

Strategy #2:  With speed jump and constant acceleration 
The algorithm should be modified, following up on the initial strategy: 

After carrying out the first strategy for a while to identify the delay time which reflects the speed 

difference, the boy should have additional follow-up below so that the more delay time, the more 

speed change the boy could make. 

Upon seeing the girl pass the platform, the boy not only abruptly raises his speed from VB to 

 but also accelerates at constant acceleration, , until he passes the platform; then he 

reduces his speed by the fixed speed jump . 
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Similarly, if the boy leads to pass the platform, not only does he abruptly lower down his speed 

form VB to  but also decelerates at  until the girl passes the platform as well; 

and then he increases his speed by the speed jump . 

Depicting the idea below shows the revised strategy is likely to work (Figure 2-2). 

Figure 2-2. Intuition on boy’s speed change in strategy #2. 

The prerequisite for this strategy is that the boy should take constant acceleration as follow-up only 

after jogging for a while. However, if the acceleration is low enough, the transition of strategy #1 

to #2 should be negligible and I don’t expect much difference between the results of ‘strategy #1 

and then #2’ and ‘strategy #2 directly’. It would be solid if I could validate the thought scientifically by 

writing a code to simulate it (Appendix A, the code is downloadable on my website at troywuofficial.com).  

The code is mainly to execute the following operations: 

At each time[n] 

1. Check the current flags that reflect whether the boy, the girl, or neither has passed the platform and thus decide 

which models (constant acceleration, constant deacceleration or constant speed) the boy is in. Calculate the boy’s 

next speed. Calculate the next positions for the boy and girl using the current speed.  

2. If either of the boy’s or girl’s next positions exceeds ground track, change the flags, modulo the position and 

further adjust the boys’ calculated next speed           

My simulation results preliminarily proved that the modified algorithm works (Figure 2-3). The 

distance between the boy and the girl reached zero at the end. 

 

http://troywuofficial.com/
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Figure.2-3 Result of jogging simulation. 

Implementation of the Algorithm 
The expected control signal on the boy’s speed seems quite odd (Figure 3-1). I wonder, can it be 

carried out in voltage to control the Voltage-Controlled Oscillator (VCO)? 

Figure 3-1 Waveform of boy’s speed 

It’s trivial to get the voltage pulse train using a voltage source and a switch. It serves the same 

purpose if we replace the voltage source with a current one and attaching a resistor, according to 

‘V = IR’. By adding another electrical component, a capacitor, to accumulate the voltage in series, 

the waveform turns out exactly as what’s desired. (Figure 3-2) 

Figure.3-2 Current source together with peripheral components to make a control signal. 

Later I learned the current sources in my interference are truly required and are called charge 

pumps. They’re usually integrated into PFD, together with the N-divider, as an integrated circuit 

(IC) called a synthesizer. (Figure 3-3).  
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Figure 3-3 PFD IC to include charge pumps. 

VCO’s frequency is controlled by voltage with frequency-to-voltage gain, KVCO. The frequency 

gain will become  after the divider. Then we can come up with the following 

conversion. (Figure 3-4) 

Figure. 3-4. Parameter conversion from controlled voltage to controlled frequency. 

Therefore, it is feasible to implement my PLL algorithm with real circuitry (Figure 3-5) 

Figure 3-5. Circuitry to carry out Troy’s PLL algorithm. 
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Theoretical verification and improvement 
Comparison 

 

Figure 4-1 PLL reference paper from IEEE 

Compared with a reference paper from IEEE (Fischette, 2007) (Figure 4-1), my design seems to have 

one capacitor missing (C1 in the IEEE paper) in the loop filter topology.  

(i) Can I prove my algorithm still works analytically, in addition to the previous simulation on the 

concept? 

(ii) Can I figure out what C1 is for? 
 

Mathematical Analysis 

Assuming VG is constant, the girl will pass the platform at 

. We will denote the boy’s distance from the girl by  when the girl passes the platform at 

. The boy keeps constant acceleration after a velocity jump  to make up  in  

until he passes the platform. (Figure 4-2) 

Figure 4-2 Boy’s speed vs time plot for the nth cycle 
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Either by the speed-time area calculation or the displacement formula for constant acceleration, we 

get 

 

Not to be trapped by the complicated equation, I start with a simple case, 

, so that we get 

 

Then   is linearly proportional to . 

After the  cycle, the boy’s speed is equal to the original speed  plus all the accumulated 

speed change. 

 

 

 

Next, we’ll calculate the distance between the boy and girl for the  cycle and plot their speed vs 

time graph below. (Figure 4-3) 
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Figure 4-3 Speed-time plot to calculate the respective distance run in the nth cycle 

The distance apart for the next cycle will be: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then dividing  on both sides, we get 
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Since  is small, we might as well replace it to be  

 

The formula above is just an expression of differential/integral equation in series.  

I’ll rewrite it in the normal form below.  

 

Differentiating both sides again, 

 

 

The solution will be in the following form 

 

From the above, 

(i) If , we know that the longer time constant will be  

 

Choosing  gets this dominant time constant to be smallest, equal to  

(ii) If  

 

 will be decaying to  with a fixed time constant  while showing oscillation 

phenomena. 

From (i) and (ii), it numerically proves that my algorithm works to make , the phase 

difference, decay to zero. The best time constant for convergence is also derived as  

Decide Components Values for PLL Design 
The derived mathematical equation not only shows my algorithm works but also provides 

a way to decide the values of those components used in PLL design. 
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I replace the speed, distance, fixed speed jump, and acceleration with electrical counterparts in a 

real PLL below. (Figure 4-4) 

 
Figure 4-4 Mapping between jogging scenario and practical application 

Because distance,  , is mapped to phase difference, , then 

 

will turn out: 

 

  (note:  

Procedure to decide R and C 

1. The lock time, , is usually specified, within which any phase difference shall be 

thoroughly eliminated. We can choose  to make sure the phase difference has 

enough time margin to decay to zero.  

According to the desired time constant and relation , the R-value to 

pick would be:  

 

2. The shortest time constant is made when  is met: 

 

 

So, the capacitance would be picked by:  
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Is C1 necessary? 
My algorithm is mathematically proven to work with the practical implementation suggested. 

Then why C1? 

I revisited the result of the jogging simulation to find some room for improvement. The boy’s 

speed still has large random jumps even after his distance from the girl is almost made zero. That’s 

because the boy abruptly changes his speed by  despite tiny time delay/ahead to pass the 

platform. It could be considered as over-reaction, which could be prevented if we allow the boy to 

“take time” to make the needed speed change  with finite acceleration. He could still make 

the change   in a short time; but if the time delay/ahead is extremely small, he’ll decrease 

or increase speed by a negligible amount. It will result in a negligible speed fluctuation. (Figure 4-5) 

 

Figure 4-5 Depict finite acceleration cause negligible speed change for an extremely small asynchronization. 

This makes strategy #3. (Figure 4-6) 

 

Figure 4-6 2nd strategy migrates to 3rd strategy 
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Strategy #3: With high acceleration to make speed jump and then with low constant 
acceleration 

Upon seeing the girl passing the platform, the boy shall quickly increase his speed  to 

 by high acceleration . Then, he accelerates at constant low acceleration, 

 . After the boy passes the platform, he reduces his speed by . 

Similarly, if the boy leads to pass the platform, the boy shall quickly decrease his speed  to 

 by high deceleration .Then, he decelerates at  . After the girl passes 

the platform as well, the boy increases his speed by . 

Implementation of Strategy #3 

Adding a capacitor, , in the following figure, makes the abrupt jump have a finite slope because 

charging  takes time (Figure 4-7). 

 

Figure 4-7 Adding  makes an abrupt voltage jump of finite slope 

The voltage to frequency conversion will go as below (Figure 4-8) 

 
Figure 4-8 Parameter conversion from controlled voltage to controlled frequency. 
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If  is small enough, say ,  it won’t substantially affect the previous formula and result.  

Complete PLL Design Procedure 
It’s time to consolidate the exploration and algorithm and make simple the guideline of the 

complete PLL design. (Figure 4-9) 

 
Figure 4-9 Complete design of PLL 

Step #1: To learn VCO’s V-F gain (KVCO) and divide value (N) 

Step #2: To learn PFD’s charge pump current (ICP) 

Step #3: To learn the lock time  within which the phase difference shall decay to zero 

Step #4: To decide  by   

Step #5: To decide  

Step #6: To decide  

Experimental validation 
I consulted several experts in the engineering industry for design references. Richard Huang, an 

advanced Electronic Engineer in Garmin, introduced me to two typical design guidelines, each 

from a textbook and application note from Philips (NXP now). I’ll compare my design result with 

these two references, according to the practical parameters and specifications for a PLL of  GPS. 

(Appendix B, C). My practical design is described in Appendix D. 

I’m pleased to learn my design values are within 10% difference from NXP’s, and I notice that, 

even for the two recommended Rohde’s and NXP’s notes, there’s a significant difference for design 

values. There seems to be some design flexibility in general.  
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Virtual validation with simulation 
Due to COVID-19, I failed to visit the laboratory of  Garmin in Taiwan to conduct my experiment. 

Before I finally did my experiment in my bedroom, I developed an application tool to simulate the 

full phase-locked loop. It follows the flow chart of  my code simulating the jogging model 

(Appendix A).  

Simulation Challenge: The major challenge is to resolve a differential equation set consisting of  

Kirchhoff ’s Current Law for each node and I-V characteristic of  C1, R2, and C2. It’s involved in a 

differential-difference conversion and an inverse matrix. (Appendix E). 

Simulation Result (Video Demo): (Wu, 2020) 

(1) The simulation confirms that both the phase and frequency differences could be eliminated in 

1mS as requested. The behavior of  my design is close to NXP’s.  (Figure 5-1, Figure 5-2) 

 
Figure5-1 Simulation result with Troy Wu’s design guideline 

 
Figure5-2 Simulation result with NXP’s design guideline 

(2) Ulrich Rohde’s solution with default ratio=10 is not good enough. (Figure 5-3) 
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Figure5-3 Simulation result with Ulrich Rohde’s design guideline with option=10 

After tweaking the ratio option to be 100, it turns out to perform way better. (Figure 5-4) 

 
Figure 5-4 Simulation result with Ulrich Rohde’s design guideline with option=100 

(3) Removal of  C1 still works. (Figure5-5). As expected, we observe the control voltage is “spiny” 

if without C1.  

 
Figure5-5 Simulation result with Troy Wu’s design guideline but without C1 

Practical validation through experiment 
I am grateful that Garmin supports me with PLL modules and the rework of my design values. 

(Figure 5-6). I bought an oscilloscope of bandwidth 100MHz (Rigol DS1102Z-E) and pre-scalers 
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(Fujitsu MB506 Evaluation Board) which divide the frequencies of PLL outputs to fit in the 

oscilloscope operation range. Because the wiring is complicated (Figure 5-7), I will adopt abstract 

blocks to describe the setups. 

 
Figure 5-6 PLL module of GPS frequency 1.57542GHz (Courtesy of Garmin) 

 
Figure 5-7 Picture of setup to learn whether two PLL modules work simultaneously. 

Does control voltage go as simulated? 

Figure 5-8 Setup for measurement of the control voltage 
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Figure 5-9 Comparison between measured and simulated control voltages with loop filter consisting of C1, R2, and 
C2. 

 

Figure 5-10 Comparison between measured and simulated control voltages with loop filter consisting of R2 and C2 
only, without C1. 

 
Analysis: 

i. The waveforms of control voltage go as simulated by my application tool. It gets 

stable in 500us with C1 and 800us without C1, both meeting the target,   

 

ii. The waveform without C1 goes as spiny as simulated. However, the amplitude over 

3.68V is truncated. It’s reasonable because we supply the board with only 5V. To 

reflect the practical consideration, I modified my code to allow users to set 

limitations on the control voltage.  

The result of the revised code goes as below with the voltage ceiling being 3.68V. 

0.2nF capacitance is set to C1 to reflect parasitic capacitance everywhere. The 

simulation result matches the experiment. (Figure 5-11) 
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Figure 5-11 Comparison between measured and simulated control voltages of loop filter without C1, after voltage 

ceiling is added in the simulation code. 

 

 

Whether PLL works? 

I have two PLL modules on hand, each with C1 and without C1. I expect they are phase-

locked to each other if they’re phase-locked to a common reference. It means the second 

channel (CH2) shall be stationary to the triggered one (CH1 in this case).    

Figure 5-12 Setup to check out whether PLLs work 

Result and Analysis:  

The result shows before PLLs are enabled, CH2 is “running” with reference to CH1. After PLLs 

are enabled, CH2 becomes stationary to CH1, indicating their phases are locked to each other. 

(Figure 5-13)  
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Figure 5-13 Two PLLs have phases locked to each other after enabled. 

Conclusion 
Goal Review 
The theory of operation for phase-locked loop became crystal clear after building a model and 

developing an algorithm which is computationally simulated and mathematically verified in the 

positive. I was excited to come up with a design procedure that consolidates my works to be 

useful for others. An application tool is made to help with PLL design, providing users with the 

option to choose among an industry standard, an academic guideline, my proprietary suggestion, 

and users’ pick. My assertion is ultimately validated by practical experiments. I believe others 

could crack PLL easily through the sharing of this essay, the simulation code, and the application 

tool.  

Lesson learned 
Exploring PLL was a long journey full of uncertainties and surprises. I’m glad that I was 

impulsive enough to dive in and see the spectacular view. Jumping out of a stereotype brings a 

life definable by myself.  I am so grateful for the advice and help from my teachers, many experts 

in this field and Garmin Corporation. The experience entrenches my favorite company’s slogan 

I’ve lived by --- “Just do it”.  

For references, footnotes, endnotes and appendices, click here.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XWORlnoyEK2cfUUKqy63jRY6LJfGcYVJ-TDg6vyXeTI/edit?usp=sharing
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Abstract
Purpose of the study – research of fertility of pollen grains of upright marigold
(Tagetes erecta L.) in di�erent areas of Almaty.

Hypothesis:
Ecosystems in Almaty are subject to uniform anthropogenic stress.

Stages of  research:
1. Collection of marigolds in open gathering places.

2. Preparation of marigold pollen preparations.

3. Counting the number of pollen grains in dusty marigolds to determine fertile
and sterile grains.

4. Statistical processing of the results using the student’s t-test.

5. Determination of metal content in the soil of marigoldcollection sites.

6. Analysis and comparison with literature data.

7. Finalizing the work.

Research method:
Pollen test, atomic absorption spectrometry, statistical analysis using the student’s t-test.

Results and conclusions:
The results of statistical processing were compared with literature data. In general, at
collection sites where a low level of contamination was expected (and a low level of
sterile pollen), the amount of sterile pollen was the highest. In places where a high level
of contamination was expected, the number of sterile pollen was the least. The results of
atomic absorption spectrometry show that pollen sterility is connected with the content
of heavy metals in the soil, because at collection sites with a high proportion of sterile
pollen, high content of heavy metals such as iron, copper, cobalt, nickel, and chromium
was noted.
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Areas of  the practical application of  the data:

The obtained data can be used in biomonitoring of ecosystems in the city of Almaty, as
well as in the analysis of pollution of the atmosphere and soil of the city. In addition, the
fetched data can be used in a comparative study between the ecosystem of the city of
Almaty and other cities with similar environmental problems to identify common signs
of various environmental disasters.

Introduction
Increase in human activity leads to higher pollution levels in environment, and the e�ect of
di�erent pollutants (atmospheric, aqueous, etc.) is becoming more severe in big
citiesAtmospheric pollutants cause the greatest in�uence in big cities. Atmosphere, water and
soil may contain dangerous pollutants - heavy metals. Heavy metals are dangerous for all types
of organisms, causing toxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic e�ects. In cities, the proportion of
heavy metals in the atmosphere is bigger than in wild nature, which means that their in�uence
is also greater. In order to protect human health, it is important to know what amount of heavy
metals is present in the ecosystem.

Research on in�uence of heavy metals on development and growth of plants might be helpful
in studying genotoxicity of heavy metals and evaluating threats to human health. Researchers in
di�erent countries studied the e�ect of heavy metals on ability of plants to reproduce. However,
in Kazakhstan this topic did not receive enough attention, despite that metallurgical and
mining industry are major industries in Kazakhstan. Therefore, an analysis of impact of heavy
metals on fertility of living organisms is important for people who live in Kazakhstan.
Moreover, studying genotoxicity of heavy metals is essential for maintaining biodiversity in
Kazakhstan.

The aim of this research was investigation of pollen grain fertility of marigold (Tagetes erecta L.)
that grows in conditions of di�erent anthropogenic e�ect in Almaty city.

Therefore, the following objectives were set:

- identify the level of pollen fertility and infertility of marigold;
- Identify the presence of heavy metals in a soil of gathering points of marigold.

These objectives were achieved with pollen test and atomic-absorption spectrometry.

Literature review
Genetic toxicology
Genetic toxicology is the applied science that aims to study a risk of mutations in somatic and
generative cells due to in�uence of various agents (considering their absorption, dosage,
metabolism, food chains, genotype) in order to minimize that risk to minimal for certain
individual and population. (1) Genetic toxicology studies in�uence of pollutants not just on
plants, but also on animals. Pollutants can cause carcinogenic and mutagenic e�ect in living
organisms. (1)
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Genotoxicity of heavy metals

The “heavy metals” term does not have a certain de�nition. (2) They could be metals with
density higher than that of iron, (3) metals with relatively large atomic mass (4) or metals that
cause toxic, carcinogenic and mutagenic e�ect. This study implies that heavy metals are metals
with an atomic mass higher than that of vanadium, i.e., more than 50.9415 u (uni�ed atomic
mass units).

Heavy metals, despite their toxicity, in moderate quantities play an important role in life of
plants. Iron and manganese are used in redox systems (electron transport chain in
photosynthesis) and enzyme activation. Zinc is important for membrane integrity, anaerobic
root respiration, protein synthesis and gene regulation and expression. Copper participates in
photosynthetic electron transport, respiration and detoxi�cation of superoxide radicals (ions of
oxygen with unpaired electrons that can form during cell respiration). (5)

Nevertheless, as it has been mentioned, heavy metals also cause genotoxic e�ect. Genotoxicity of
heavy metals was researched with test-systems of di�erent types. All Previous studies show that
excessive amounts of heavy metals negatively a�ects plants. The Micronucleus test, which shows
the number of micronuclei formation after exposure to pollutant (6) in plants (Tradescantia
hybrid plants, Vicia faba and Allium cepa), when exposed to lead, cadmium and arsenic
produced a signi�cantly high number of micronuclei formation.The results showed that in
test-systems made of Crepis capillaris, tradescantia and soy silver and chromium are strong
mutagens at low concentrations, as toxic as lead and molybdenum. (7)

Heavy metals in atmosphere can cause anomalies in pollen grains of Pinus sylvestris, especially
nickel, chromium, magnesium and iron. (8) Moreover, increase in quantity of heavy metals in
the ecosystem leads to decline of growth in height and diameter of P. sylvestris’s trunk, as well as
causing disturbances in meristem of seedlings. (9) Analysis of Chenopodium botrys, which grew
in the environment contaminated with iron and zinc showed disturbances in development of
anthers and pollen that in�uences plant fertility. (10) Analysis of Reseda lutea, that grew in
heavily contaminated environment showed that excessively large quantities of lead and iron
causes disturbances in structure, development of pollen and microspores of R. lutea. (11)
Growing Nicotiana tabacum in polluted environment showed that copper, nickel and mercury
cause toxic e�ect on seed germination of N. tabacum, while mercury, cadmium and nickel
adversely a�ect pollen tube length, hindering normal germination. (12)

Heavy metals adversely a�ect human health. Chromium causes carcinogenic and mutagenic
e�ect, especially in workers of chromium manufacturing industry. (14)

Cadmium accumulates in the liver and kidneys, causing toxic e�ect on renal and skeletal
systems, which results in bone damage.

Lead and its compounds cause toxic in�uence on neural, renal, hematopoietic and skeletal
systems. Lead blocks voltage-dependent calcium membrane channels in neurons, replaces
calcium in calcium-sodium ATP pump, interferes with neurotransmitter functioning. (14)
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Almaty as urban ecosystem
According to the Department of Statistics of the city of Almaty, by 1st of February, 1,806,833
people live in the city. The city is one of the largest cities in Kazakhstan. From this we can say
that the number of vehicles in the city is large, as well as the pollution of the atmosphere.

The level of air pollution in the city is very high, especially the amount of sulfur dioxide and
carbon dioxide. Also, the amount of suspended particles (dust) is high. (15)

Pollen in polluted urban areas can contain not only lead and arsenic, but also calcium and iron.
Moreover, air pollution increases the amount of pollen allergens, thereby increasing the
frequency of allergies in the city. (16) Therefore, the study of the genotoxicity of possible
pollutants, including heavy metals, is important for the city.

Materials and Methods
Objects of investigation
Marigold (Tagetes erecta L.) was chosen as a research object.This plant is one of the most
common in the ecosystem of Almaty city (see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Marigold (Tagetes erecta L.)

Plants were collected in August 2018 in various areas of Almaty city (see Figure 2):

● Collection place №1 – Park of the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The
collection place is located far from road.

● Collection place №2 – The intersection of al-Farabi Avenue and Kozybaev Street. Place
is situated near a busy highway.

● Collection place №3 – Samal-1 micro district, Zholdasbekov Street. Road is placed near
the collection point.

● Collection place №4 – The intersection of Satpayev Street and Baitursynov Street. The
collection place is located near the road.

● Collection place №5 – territory of campus of Kazakh National University of al-Farabi.
The place is far from the road.

● Collection place №6 – territory of Central Park of Culture and Leisure. The collection
place is situated far from the road.
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Figure 2. Map of the Almaty city.

7-10 �owers of marigold were collected from each point. In addition, 100-200 grams of soil
under the �owers were collected.

Methods
After harvesting, anthers were removed from each �ower and placed in Carnoy's �xative (3 parts
of ethyl alcohol (96%) for 1 part of glacial aceticacid).

An individual preparation of mature pollen grains was made for each plant. The anthers of a
single �ower were transferred from a �xative onto a glass slide with adding a drop of 45% acetic
acid; the pollen was pulled from anthers with dissecting needles. After removal of empty shells,
a drop of dye was added and mixed with a needle, after which the mixture was covered with
cover glass.
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Acetocarmine was used to stain pollen grains. In order to prepare acetocarmine, 1-2 g of
carmine was dissolved in 45 ml of glacial acetic acid and 55 ml of distilled water. Dissolution
was carried out in a �ask with a re�ux condenser on a water bath and heating for 3 hours. After
cooling, the dark red solution of carmine was �ltered and placed in a pot with a lapped lid.

The analysis of the preparations was performed using a light microscope with magni�cation of
100x. The amount of sterile pollen was determined for each plant. The total amount of pollen
grains at each sampling point was at least 50.

The soil was analyzed using an atomic absorption spectrometer for the presence of heavy
metals.

Statistical analysis
To calculate the average error, the following formula (1) was used:

𝑆
𝑝
 = 𝑝 100−𝑝( )

𝑛

Where:

Sp – Statistical error

p – Fertility (%)

n – Total number of pollen grains

The reliability of the di�erence (t) between the two points was determined by student's
criterion using formula (2):

𝑡 =
𝑝

1
−𝑝

2

𝑆𝑝
1( )2+ 𝑆𝑝

2( )2

Where:

p1 and p2 – % of fertile grains at two points

Sp – Statistical error

Di�erences were considered signi�cant at p <0.05.

Research results and discussion
The results of the study of sterility of pollen grainsof marigold.

Studying sterility level of marigold’s pollen grains by using pollen test allows to monitor
environmental pollution and obtain information about the degree of genetic stability of the
ecosystem.

Fertilized pollen grains are colored with acetocarmine in bright red, dark red or pink color,
while sterile grains remain colorless or light beige (see Figure 3-4).
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Figure 3. Fertile and sterile pollen grains on microscopic preparation. Magnification x 100

Figure 4. Fertilize grain on microscopic preparation. Magnification x 100
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Analysis of the sterility of the marigold pollen grains at various points in Almaty is presented in
Table 1. The highest level of sterility of pollen grains is at the collection place (CP) №1 in the
Park of First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan and is 48.90%. The level of pollen sterility
in marigolds collected at CP №2 at the intersection of al-Farabi Avenue and Kozybayev Street
and CP №5 at the campus of the Kazakh National University of al-Farabi is 41.30% and 42.02%,
respectively, but there is no statistically signi�cant di�erence between these points. The level of
pollen sterility in CP №6 in the Central Park of Culture and Leisure is 39.44%. The pollen
sterility of marigolds collected at CP №3 in the Samal-1 microdistrict and CP №4 at the corner
of Satpayev and Baytursynov Streets is 33.90% and 32, 35%, respectively, but there is no
statistically signi�cant di�erence between these points. At the same time, the level of pollen
sterility in CP №1 is statistically signi�cantly di�erent from the levels of sterility in CP №3, №4,
and №6 (p<0,05).

Table 1. Level of fertility and sterility of pollen grains at different places of Almaty city.

Collection

place
Address of collection place

Fertile Sterile Overall

number of

investigated

pollen grains

Amount (%) Amount (%)

1 Park of the First President of

the Republic of Kazakhstan
51,10±3,06 48,90±3,06 266

2 The intersection of al-Farabi

Avenue and Kozybaev Street
58,70±6,20 41,30±6,20 63

3 Samal-1 micro district,

Zholdasbekov Street
66,10±4,30 33,90±4,30 121

4 The intersection of Satpayev

Street and Baitursynov Street
67,65±5,67 32,35±5,67 68

5 Territory of campus of Kazakh

National University of

al-Farabi

57,98±4,52 42,02±4,52 119

6 Territory of Central Park of

Culture and Leisure
60,56±3,35 39,44±3,35 213
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Thus, the smallest gametocidal e�ect of pollutants falls on CP №4, and the greatest – on CP
№1. It is worth noting that percentage of sterility does not exceed 50% in any CP.

The results of atomic absorption spectrometry are presented in Table 2. According to the data,
amount of lead in the soil did not exceed the threshold limit value (TLV) at all collection points,
the amount of manganese exceeded TLV only at CP №5 (1.16 times). The amount of other
heavy metals in the soil at all collection points is higher than the TLV.

Table 2. Amount of heavy metals (Pb, Zn, Cu, Cd, Co, Ni, Cr, Mn, Fe) in soil of different

collection places.

Heavy

metals

Collection places Threshold

limit value1 2 3 4 5 6

Pb 17,27 23,85 22,62 15,68 25,23 21,61 32

Zn 118,6 130,0 119,2 123,10 134,4 150,0 70

Cu 7,75 7,75 6,47 6,91 6,97 7,03 3

Cd 0,59 0,56 1,01 0,59 1,55 0,63 0,5

Co 8,78 11,41 11,53 24,76 12,98 10,74 5,0

Ni 17,95 23,80 10,56 24,20 26,14 20,50 4,0

Cr 13,70 21,12 21,33 12,67 23,07 12,15 3,0

Mn 1077,77 1143,45 1237,82 1082,40 1746,62 961,00 1500

Fe 266,67 280,83 352,38 280,11 295,24 346,67 120

Overall

amount

of heavy

metals

1599,08 1642,77 1797,12 1556,22 2272,2 1530,33

At CP №1 (territory of Park of the �rst President of the Republic of Kazakhstan), amount of
zinc in the soil exceeded the TLV by 1.69 times, copper – 2.58, cadmium – 1.18, cobalt – 1.76,
nickel – 4.49, chromium – 4.57, iron – 2.22 times. At CP №2 (al-Farabi – Kozybayev) the zinc
content in the soil exceeded the TLV by 1.86 times, copper – 2.58, cadmium – 1.12, cobalt –
2.28, nickel – 5.95, chromium – 7.04, iron – 2.34 times.

At CP №3 (Samal-1), the amount of zinc in the soil exceeded the TLV by 1.70 times, copper –
2.16, cadmium – 2.02, cobalt – 2.31, nickel – 6.19, chromium – 7.11, iron – 2.94 times.
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At CP №4 (Satpayev – Baitursynov) the amount of zinc in the soil exceeded the threshold limit
concentration by 1.76 times, copper – 2.3, cadmium – 1.18, cobalt – 4.95, nickel – 6.05,
chromium – 4.22, iron – 2.33 times.

At CP №5 (the territory of KazNU) the zinc content in the soil exceeded the TLV by 1.92
times, copper – 2.32, cadmium – 3.1, cobalt – 2.6, nickel – 6.54, chromium – 7.69, manganese
– 1.16, iron – 2.46 times.

At CP №6 (territory of the Central Park of Culture and Leisure) the amount of zinc in the soil
exceeded the TLV by 2.14 times, copper by 2.34, cadmium – 1.26, cobalt – 2.148, nickel – 5.13,
chromium – 4.05, iron – 2.89 times.

Therefore, the studied collection points can be ranked by contamination of the soil as follows:
the territory of the KazNU (CP №5) > Samal-1 micro district (CP №3) > al-Farabi avenue –
Kozybayev Street (CP №2) > Park of the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan (CP №1)
> Satpayev Street – Baitursynov Street (CP №4) > Territory of the Central Park of Culture and
Leisure (CP №6). To determine the relationship between the levels of sterility of pollen and the
content of heavy metals in the soil, a correlation analysis was performed (Figure 5-6). The
correlation coe�cient for copper was r = 0.77, and for nickel, r = - 0.61, which indicates,
respectively, a strong positive and average negative correlation between the nickel content in the
soil and the sterility level of Tagetes erecta pollen grains. No correlation was observed for the
remaining heavy metals.

Figure 5. Effect of copper in soil on the level of pollen fertility of marigold.
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Figure 6. Effect of nickel in soil on the level of pollen fertility of marigold.

During the research, it was found out that marigold pollen grains had an average fertility level,
regardless of the area of the city and the content of heavy metals in the soil. This may have
occurred due to the presence of other pollutants in the atmosphere. Because of the high level of
air pollution, other pollutants – carbon dioxide and sulfur dioxide, could a�ect the fertility of
pollen. For this reason, heavy metals are not the only cause of the observed trend.

Conclusion
A study of the genotoxicity of heavy metals can be carried out using di�erent test systems.
Using plants as a test system, it is possible to determine the e�ect of heavy metals on fertility
and plant development and, thus, assess the threats on human health and biodiversity in the
country. For residents of Kazakhstan, such studies are especially important, as the developed
mining and metallurgical industries pose a threat of contamination by heavy metals. In
addition, these studies are important due to the fact that the problem of contamination with
heavy metals and their genotoxicity were not covered in Kazakhstani studies in the same way as
in foreign ones. Thus, the results of the study revealed that:

● At all collection points the level of pollen sterility does not exceed 50%. According to the
level of sterility of marigold pollen, the studied collection points can be ranked as
follows: Park of the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan (CP № 1) > KazNU
territory (CP №5) > al-Farabi Avenue - Kozybayev Street (CP №2) > Central Park of
Culture and Leisure of Almaty (CP №6) Samal-1 micro district (CP №3) > Satpayev
Street - Baitursynov Street (CP №4).

● The amount of heavy metals in the soil at all collection points exceeds the TLV for iron,
copper, cobalt, nickel and chromium. Collection points can be ranked by soil
contamination with heavy metals as follows: Territory of the KazNU (CP №5) >
Samal-1 micro district (CP №3) > al-Farabi avenue - Kozybayev Street (CP №2) > Park
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of the First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan (CP №1) > Satpayev Street
Baitursynov Street (CP №4) > Territory of the Central Park of Culture and Leisure (CP
№6).

The obtained data can be used in biomonitoring of the ecosystem of the Almaty city, as well as
analyzing the pollution of the atmosphere and soil in this ecosystem.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click here.
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School Dropout Rates: When Consent Becomes a Curse

Patience Nambaziira, Uganda

Patience Nambaziira is a high school senior at Gayaza High School in Uganda
East Africa. She loves opinion-giving and currently runs an initiative called the
Paradigm Shift Think Tank. She identi�es as a Pan Africanist with a deep
interest in culture and development.

ganda is the country with the 16th

highest prevalence of child
marriage in the world. According
to UNESCO, the school dropout

rate in Uganda is 68%, signi�cantly higher
than the average 42% for Sub Saharan Africa.

The constitutions of most African nations
have declared the age of consent as 18, where
one is fully recognized as an adult.
Speci�cally, the third clause of the Ugandan
marriage Act states that ‘marriage shall be
entered into with the free consent of man
and woman intending to marry’. Most
countries have since rati�ed the Convention
on Rights of Children in 1990, which
further dictates 18 as the minimum age for
marriage. In short, the rights of children are
being fought for with utmost diligence.

So, where could the missing link in �ghting
school dropouts and possible forced
marriages be? The education system in
Uganda and some Sub Saharan countries is
such that one year is spent in a certain grade.
However, in the event that one does not
perform satisfactorily in a former grade, they
are required to repeat that class before
proceeding to the next level. An average
student will most likely repeat about 2 grades
in their lifetime.

However, this means that this average student
will �nish their high school at 20 years,
instead of the supposed 18. At 18, a girl will
be just about to sit for her Ordinary Level
High school National exams. Unfortunately,
these girls do not get to realize their
educational dreams because sooner or later
they are quietly whisked o� into marriage.
This provides her poor family with a hefty
bride price to ‘brie�y’ uplift their standards
of living.

Sadly, these girls have no one to go to. By
virtue of the fact that they are 18, neither the
authorities nor the law will ever fend for her.
She is now considered an adult who is
perfectly ‘eligible’ for marriage as stated
within the constitution. Consequently,
becoming of consensual age is the greatest
curse a schoolgirl can experience in Uganda.
Considering children’s rights, the lives of
young adults still in school should also be
taken into account and are often shelved. I
wish for stakeholders to review clauses in this
and many other laws that indirectly infringe
on the rights of these young adults. This
could be one of the �rst stepping stones
towards eradicating school dropout rate.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click
here.
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Linguistics: The Hidden Treasure that Can Change the World

Saughmon Boujkian, Syria

Saughmon Boujkian is really interested in linguistics. He is an editor of Social
Sciences at YGS.

inguistics is the scienti�c study
of language. Linguists apply the
scienti�c method to conduct
formal studies of speech sounds,
grammatical structures, and

meaning across the world’s 6,000+
languages. Therefore it is a very important
topic to be discussed in order to
understand how humans communicate
with each other and make their
communication more constructive. In this
article, I will be discussing the bene�ts of
Linguistics and how it is applicable to
real-life situations.

Through the study of languages, it is easier
to understand the processes through
which concepts such as love changed
throughout time. For example, in the
Arabic language, there are over 50 words

that convey di�erent stages of love, or love
in di�erent situations. Most of them are
unfortunately not used now. In the
pre-Islamic era, most of the speech
happened in a poetic form which created
the need of having di�erent words for one
concept so that each word can be suitable
for a speci�c rhythm. Moreover, in the
old-time, the only possible way in which a
person can convey love was by saying it,
and therefore this created the need for
di�erent words that convey the exact
emotions. Over time, other methods were
brought up in order to convey emotions
such as theatre, visual arts, and music and
therefore this reduced the need for having
di�erent words that convey speci�c
emotions. This shows how the form of
language changes throughout time, to
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convey emotions in di�erent ways, which
gives historical factors about the
expression of emotions in di�erent eras.

Moreover, Linguistics helps us understand
di�erent cultures. In German, there is a
speci�c verb that describes the German
way of pouring beer which is “zapfen”.
Other words, such as Gemütlichkeit mean
an atmosphere characterized by sensations
of coziness, warmth, pleasantness, and
good cheer. The same word also exists in
Danish with the name “hygge”. These two
words are clear representations of the
language’s culture. Beer plays an
important role in many of the German
celebrations such as “Oktober Fest”
especially in Bavaria, and therefore having
a speci�c word that describes the way beer
is poured shows that beer is important to
an extent that a word for it was created.
Moreover, and on the implicit cultural
side, the feeling of coziness and warmth
was felt in many of the family gatherings
in Denmark and Germany, which brought
up the need to have a word that describes
it, and this obviously represents the
importance of family and more
speci�cally, family gatherings in these
cultures. Therefore, studying the roots of
these words and knowing the way in
which they were formed will help us
understand the way in which the native
speakers thought and therefore produced
the word, which is culture.

Finally, Linguistics is not only a theoretical
science that no one uses, linguistics is the
way we see the world. Through a linguist’s
eye, everyone can understand the world
around them and therefore gain awareness
and consciousness in order to build the
world and make it a better place.
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Has COVID-19 reduced the desire and moral obligation of
countries to give humanitarian aid?

Grewal Megan, United Kingdom

t the turn of the millennium, the
global community set out to
‘nearly eradicate extreme poverty
and hunger throughout the
world’. By 2015, we aimed to

achieve universal primary education
worldwide, reduce child mortality rates by
two-thirds, and halt and reverse the spread of
HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases. In
2015 they were not met, and yet the UN will
release their “Global Humanitarian
Overview” every year, a global examination of
the world from a humanitarian perspective.
This year, on December 1st the overview
outlined the severe situation in which the
world �nds itself as the devastation and
economic fallout from COVID-19 continues.
U.N. humanitarian chief Mark Lowcock said
that for the �rst time since the 1990s, global
levels of extreme poverty will rise, threatening
to reverse decades of progress.  Consequently,
the UN appealed for $35 billion to provide
life-saving humanitarian support for 160
million people next year. As many developed
countries begin to emerge from the pandemic
they are faced with a question larger than
their own economies: in a time when all
countries are struggling economically, have
developed countries got an excuse or even a
moral obligation to sustain or increase
international aid?

To answer this question, the motivations of
aid-giving must �rst be analysed.

Firstly, there is the philanthropic incentive
for developed countries — they feel good by
doing good. However, sometimes charity is
not just motivated by concern for our fellow
human-being but for countries to help rectify
their pasts, such as colonialism.

Secondly, many more developed countries
who give aid can be seen as compensating
poorer nations. For example, people in
developed countries are responsible for
producing some of the largest amounts of
greenhouse gases, causing greater climate
instability. Yet, notably, the World Bank
estimates, at least three-quarters of the cost of
this change will be burden people in
developing nations and they say that even a
rise of two degrees centigrade in global
temperatures could lead to a permanent
reduction of 4% to 5% in annual income per
person in Africa and South Asia. If wealthy
nations are destroying the world but are not
facing the disastrous repercussions alone,
then international aid must be given as
compensation.

There are two more reasons why aid might be
given, investment and geographical in�uence.
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Many richer nations see aid as an opportunity
to invest in the hopes they will see greater
returns for themselves and developing
countries. An investment in healthcare could
improve the foundations of a developing
country’s human capital, while also reducing
the risk of a global pandemic such as the
coronavirus.

Furthermore, aid is increasingly seen as
security, especially after the 11 September
2001 terrorist attacks. Many more countries
have included this idea in their foreign
policies. This motive is evident in the “3D”
troika of defence, diplomacy and
development adopted by recent US
administrations.

Finally, aid is a way for economically stronger
countries to assert geographical in�uence,
often in the hope to acquire or retain access
to natural resources. Is this moral?

Despite the
pandemic, these
motivations
remain
prevalent. It can
be argued that
they are now
less crucial,
particularly in a

post-coronavirus world. Moreover, developed
countries are also going through economic
hardships. They still can give but should they
be giving as much? The British government’s
decision last week, reducing the foreign aid
budget by £4bn is a glaring indication of how
many developed countries are now feeling.

Some ethicists argue that wealthier nations
have no obligation to aid poorer countries. If
our moral duty is to maximise happiness and
minimise human su�ering, then, in the
long-run, aid doesn’t alleviate su�ering
because providing aid to people in these
countries will allow more of them to survive
and reproduce, placing ever greater demands
on the world's limited food supply. So, as the
populations of such countries rise, more
people will be forced onto marginal and
environmentally fragile environments,
leading to widespread land degradation,
further reducing the land available for food
production [4].

However, this narrow view is basic, as
previously stated. Not only do developed
nations need to compensate for their
detrimental impact on the world but,
according to Singer, allowing a person to die
from hunger when it is easily within one's
means to prevent it, is no di�erent, morally
speaking, from killing another human being.
In this instance, negligence is just has
repugnant as malice.

It is unlikely that the moral duty of the UK
was the only thing discussed by the UK
Treasury when the decision to slash
international aid was being made, however,
when poorer countries are most in need,
shouldn’t developed nations be there to help?
Especially because the UK was one of the
largest spenders during the pandemic when
attempting to save its economy. If they can
borrow trillions for their country, what
allows them to overlook poorer countries.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click
here.
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Water Cupped by Open Fingers:

S. Max Fan, Australia

S. Max Fan is a Year 12 student in Australia. He is the executive editor of YGS
Journal and is interested in the intersection between literature and politics. He is
fascinated by writing and the world it helps shape.

I shall die, but that is all I shall do for death.
--------- Edna St. Vincent Millay

hen a man takes an oath, Meg, he's holding his own self in his own hands. Like
water. And if he opens his �ngers, even a little – he needn't hope ever to �nd
himself again,” said Bolt’s rendition of Thomas More, in a voice of now-revered
de�ance. This was a man staring his own execution in the face. Hoping, perhaps

desperately, that his ardent albeit futile courage would be of comfort to his daughter. We in the
West like to fancy ourselves as principled: ‘The greatest guarantor and defender of liberty and
democracy on earth’. And yet, on the 29th of March 2019, when a small democracy cried out for
help after an attempted take-over from a dictatorial regime – the silence was deafening. When I
logged onto the Australian Foreign Ministry’s clinically corporate website, I was met with
conspicuous and revolting blankness. Australia promised to defend democracy. That was
Australia’s oath. Where were we?

Even to the non-believer, there is something remarkable about what More did that day. With the
King’s demand of a church-sanctioned divorce no-doubt fresh in his mind, he had to choose
between all that he had – his wealth, his career, his life – and all that he believed – what he knew
to be right.

There exists a point – for most in adolescence – when the above choice suddenly appears to be a
clear one. We assure ourselves that we’d make the right choice; that we wouldn’t be swept away by
domineering social currents like the weak-minded masses. We’d all like to imagine ourselves as an
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Orwell in Burma, a Paine in the United States, a Trotsky in the USSR – dissidents willing to risk
their lives in defence of their principles. There is, however, clearly something wrong: if every
person could be trusted with their principles, there would be no current to swim against at all.
Time and again, we learn that this fantasy is not to be believed; that when push comes to shove,
there is a primal and cynical magnetism to survival.

So what More did was no mean feat. He, unlike so many of his contemporary mealy-mouthed
clergymen, was willing to put his money (and his head) where his principles were. He had that
courage that we all yearn for. What is it that uni�es this, in reality, geographically disparate
‘West’? It is a promise; a promise of liberty, of safety and of democracy.

Fourteen years before Robert Bolt wrote that famous line for More, another playwright – Robert
Emmet Sherwood – coined the term ‘the arsenal for democracy’. To me, there’s an uncomfortable
truth behind that word ‘arsenal’. When the brutal �st of dictatorship clashes with democracy’s
delicate frame, the �st never loses. Democracy is fragile, it is constantly precarious, it dawdles, its
joints buckle under pressure. Democracy needs defending.

How is it then, dear Australians, that democracy wins out in the most unlikely of places? Against
a stable monarchy in Thailand. Against a brutal dictator in then-Czechoslovakia. Against colonial
rule in Botswana. Vaclav Havel, the instrumental Czech dissident and playwright, enduring
unthinkable torture in a prison cell wrote, "We never decided to become dissidents. We have been
transformed into them, without quite knowing how, sometimes we have ended up in prison
without precisely knowing how. We simply went ahead and did certain things that we felt we
ought to do, and that seemed to us decent to do, nothing more nor less." There, we �nd that
unmistakable echo of More’s fortitude and determination. That, however, is not, by itself,
enough. Havel needed that menacing arsenal – the support of the West. The West promised to
defend the protectors of democracy. They delivered.

On April 15th, when I logged on to the New York Times, a large photo of the streets of Hong
Kong teeming with people waving �ags and banners, spread across my screen. Around them –
large black vehicles �lled with police liberally dished teargas and rubber bullets into the crowd
like candy for trick-or-treating children. The imposing, recognisable skyline of Hong Kong was
softened by smoke and gas; its broad sidewalks stained with blood. Where were we?

Where were we when booksellers, novelists and playwrights were dragged into the streets and
beaten by masked men? Where were we when the bedroom doors of activists were penetrated by
axes and the mobs they carried? Where were we when women and children lay bleeding from
their heads, crying, wailing for help? Where were we?

We were content with inaction. With negligence. With self-in�icted blindness. We cannot help
what we cannot see, so we turn away, Australia turns away. Australia switches o� its televisions.
The ABC cuts to yet another shot of generically happy people walking down some suburban
footpath in south-east Melbourne. Peter Hitchener tosses a customary grim glance to camera
before throwing to some babbling meteorologist who’s content to �ll precious air-time with
snarky wordplay. It was business as usual for the Aussie press: some photos, a headline, a column,
silence. Silence.
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We averted our gazes because it hurts. It hurts to see people lose their voices, their jobs, their lives
in a struggle against tyranny – pitted against the most powerful bully on earth – just to achieve
what we receive so easily: liberty, safety, democracy. But dear reader, if we cannot look at that
pain directly, if we cannot muster even that courage to bear the faintest of discomforts, what
hope do we have? Forget More, we don’t even measure up to Margaret! At least she was willing to
stare down that pain, without evasion, without misdirection: to revel in it and, in doing so, to
gain some level of limited empathy for the true su�erer. The root of indolence is indolentia, Latin
for “free form pain”. If we are to live up to our promises – our oaths – there is “no way out [of
this pain] but through”. Imagine, even if for a moment, being an activist in those streets –
imagine Joshua Wong and Ivan Lam, now sitting in their prison cells – re�ecting on how many
months and years of toil and organisation amounted to nothing but white space on Marise
Payne’s website.

For the Australian government, it seems to me, there could hardly be a clearer case: this is not
democracy emerging from a dictatorship or backing rebel forces against a government. It is the
invasion of a pre-existing democracy, a �agrant �outing of their freedoms and of ‘one country
two systems’: the short-lived promise of self-governance. And yet, months drifted by, day after
day. There were announcements about con�dence in coal, about by-elections in small rural towns
and yet the seismic shift in China’s expansionist ambitions went unnoticed. After all, the Prime
Minister was focused on back-stabbing his predecessor and his own re-election bid – who could
have expected him to pay attention to such miniscule foreign policy details? On June 10th, Natalie
Nougayrède penned an article in The Guardian, titled Hong Kong’s Struggle is Ours Too,
becoming the �rst mainstream journalist in the West to publicly declare that this �ght for human
rights and democracy was existential.

Four months after the bill was �rst �oated and after protests began, that gaping void on the
Minister for Foreign A�airs’ website was �nally �lled. Was it, dear reader, �lled with an
unquali�ed statement in support of democracy? Was it a statement of solidarity to those who had
been wounded and hurt? Was it an apology for 4 months of atrocious apathy and negligence? No.
No, my fellow Australian, it was not.

“Australia has a substantial interest in Hong Kong's success, home to one of our
biggest expatriate communities globally and our largest commercial presence in
Asia.” [18th June 2019]

“Bland” would be an understatement. This was appalling – not just because it feels so robotic, so
arti�cial, so inhuman, but because it articulates, in disturbing clarity, the vile and cynical subtext
to this intentional inaction. The government was afraid. The Prime Minister was afraid. Afraid
that his precious coal exports might slump if he took action, if he spoke more forcefully, if he
enacted sanctions. Afraid that his approval rating would dip if his long-touted economy did the
same. And so, he was willing to lay his wager – Australia’s wager – against the lives of the
dissidents, against the lives of the protesters, against Joshua Wong, against Jingan Young.

Are there consequences to opposition? Is there a cost to dissent? Yes. More, after all, lost his head
for his courage. Australia would su�er a drop in exports, people would lose their jobs and, yes, the
cost of living would rise. Deep down below that unmoving ideal, we are all Bolt’s morally
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turbulent Common Man – “it isn’t di�cult to stay alive, friends – just don’t make trouble”. In
some ways, it’s common sense. The �nal line, delivered by the Common Man, before curtain
down addresses us directly: “I'm breathing . . . Are you breathing too? . . . It's nice, isn't it?”. But
if this is common sense, if this is intuition, then we must resist it. We must resist it, not just
because it prioritises some “nice feeling” for us over the actual lives of others, but also because it
implicates us in that very moral turpitude we assured ourselves we’d reject. We are that current –
those masses – gathered at Stalin’s show trials, the policemen complicit in the imperial plunder of
Burma, the colonisers who watched, with folded arms, the slaughter of indigenous Australians. If
we so readily surrender our principles for money, for jobs, for in�uence, for sordid friendships
with want-to-be kings, then of what can we, as Australians, be proud? What principles do we
have to stand behind? Or are we just the very �ippant, opportunistic individuals who we are
taught, by history books, to pity and to despise? In Hong Kong, our absence was conspicuous
and it was revolting. The world noticed.

It is not di�cult to imagine the glee in the faces of Myanmar’s generals as they saw this play out.
What smug con�dence hung on their greasy lips as they watched the West surrender that which
they had promised to protect, without even a �ght – without even a sanction. How fortunate
they must have felt that they were facing us: we who were all silently complicit, we who would let
them o� scot-free.

Indeed, as expected, Aung San Suu Kyi was dragged from her home, by her own generals. It was
all so predictable – Aung San Suu Kyi had her note, her message to the people of Myanmar, ready
– released by her o�ce as soon as she was detained. How it must have felt to write that note:
knowing that the very people who declared success for democracy just 4 years ago had deserted
her. Deserted democracy.

“Australia is a long-standing supporter of Myanmar and its democratic
transition. We call on the military to respect the rule of law, to resolve disputes
through lawful mechanisms and to release immediately all civilian leaders and
others who have been detained unlawfully.” [1 February 2021]

The right words – but too late Scotty – too late. Make no mistake, Australians, our contented
idleness caused this coup – it gave the junta security and con�dence that we would be silent. That
we would turn away. Never again, will small democracies place their entire trust in us. Never
again will those words of ours hold the gravity which they once had. Never again can playwrights
and poets – those who mark out the cultural crossroads and map our common humanity – be
sure of the West as a safe harbour. Another promise piled onto the heap of corpses: an unreserved
apology to indigenous Australians, dignity and safety for asylum seekers, the return of land to its
rightful owners. It’s just another oath we were too lazy, too brazenly disinterested, too wilfully
blind to keep. Australia opened its �ngers, and the precious water, which had been intently
cupped for so long, trickled out – drop by drop.

For references, footnotes and endnotes, click here.
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Push and Pull Factors of Piracy in Somalia

Olivia Gri�n-Roach, United Kingdom

Olivia Gri�n-Roach is an A-level student in lower sixth form at Godolphin &
Latymer Secondary School. She is particularly interested in studying geography,
politics, and economics.

n 2005, in Somalia, an act of piracy
was reported o� the horn of Africa.
This was an activity that proceeded
to severely threaten maritime security
and the movement of nautical trade

across the globe. An act of piracy can be
de�ned as “the act of embarking on any
vessel with the intention of committing
theft or any other crime, and with the
intention or ability to use force to facilitate
that act”.

Royal Marines on Counter Piracy Operations Near
Somalia (http://www.defenceimages.mod.uk/)

In common terms, piracy is an act of theft
or criminal violence at sea. Piracy o� the
coast of Somalia is not merely an issue of
criminality and security. The root cause of
piracy in this region is the illegal
international over�shing of Somali waters,
which has threatened the livelihoods of
local �shermen, starting in the 1990s. In
response, local vigilantes began to chase
away the foreign �shing vessels. Violent
clashes at sea ensued, and piracy activities
proliferated. Somali society remains torn by

poverty and crime amid counter-piracy
operations which have failed to resolve the
root causes of the problem.

The activity’s economic driving force is a
result of the civil war and dissolution of the
Somali navy, attacks on local �shermen, and
local men’s desperation causing them to
view piracy as their only option.

After the collapse of the central government
in the ensuing civil war, the Somali Navy
disbanded. With Somali territorial waters
undefended, foreign �shing trawlers began
illegally �shing on the Somali seaboard, and
ships began disregarding industrial and
other waste o� the Somali coast. This is
where the root cause of Somali piracy lies:
the threat of illegal �shing destroying the
livelihoods of subsistence and commercial
�shermen along that coastline. The illegally
acquired catch of the industrial �shers was
packaged in the Middle East and sold
overseas for large pro�ts, none of which
were seen by the Somalis. Furthermore,
there was an overall decline in Indian Ocean
�sh stocks which meant increasing numbers
of Somali �shermen started to sail further
o�shore, while foreign trawlers came deeper
into the inshore waters. This set the scene
for the violent clashes which ensnared the
world’s attention.

The few remaining local �shermen found
themselves between a rock and a hard place.
International navies' persistent failures to
di�erentiate legitimate �shermen from
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pirates left many victims of global
counter-piracy operations.

Local �shermen also faced hyperin�ation
which was a consequence of the pirates’
extravagant spending. Overall, as piracy
provided a much more substantial revenue
source than the dwindling �shing sector,
local men began turning to the piracy.

Piracy was not only incentivised by
economic pressures but also social and
political ones. Since 1991, after the
overthrow of the communist ruler, Somalia
has been in a constant state of civil war,
consisting of a number of autonomous
political entities. Thus, the lack of a central
government for twenty years has allowed
for the development of piracy. Additionally,
Somali refugees, displaced by the civil war,
including over 260,000 registered in Kenya
alone, have provided ample opportunity for
recruitment.

But the origins of piracy are not solely a
product of domestic instability. In multiple
interviews, Somali pirates portray
themselves as the nation's uno�cial coast
guard, �ghting against illegal �shing and
waste dumping by foreign corporations.

Furthermore, the absence of a central
government and the eradication of internal
authority opened up the opportunity for
such behaviour to occur. Even so, local
authorities have supported piracy along
Somalia's broad coastline. Most notably, an
Islamist militant group with links to
Al-Qaeda, which continues to wage civil
war with the internationally recognised
Transitional Federal Government.

Ports and towns along the Gulf of Aden
socially bene�t from pirate activity, making
it a signi�cant part of Somalia's informal
economy. For instance, in Haradheere, a
small port town on Somalia' East coast,
which has a twenty-four-hour stock
exchange, members of the community
contribute weapons, funding and soldiers,

and receive a portion of the ransom money
in return.

Widespread drought and the 2004 tsunami
showed that environmental driving
variables can also be strong push factors.
Somalia depends on its agricultural sector,
with 55% of households subsisting on
pastoralism or agro-pastoralism. It was
estimated that some 60,000 pastoralists
were facing a livelihood crisis following two
seasonal rain failures in 2008, while 2.6
million people were facing famine. By July
2008, the number of pirate attacks
increased by more than 50% in comparison
to 2007 rates. Piracy was not only a means
to earn an income but also to defend food
stocks, which had dramatically dwindled
following drought and food import price
hikes.

In the 2004 tsunami, it was reported that
1,180 homes and 2,400 boats were
destroyed. Freshwater wells were rendered,
and reservoirs seen as unusable. Villages in
Somalia reported that all the boats and
other �shing equipment used by the
residents to make a livelihood had been lost.
It had wiped out the once-lucrative �shing
business and deprived those, gainfully
employed, of their livelihoods.

The overall push factor behind piracy is the
ongoing struggle to survive in a deeply
broken economy and within
poverty-stricken communities. Fishermen
were receiving meagre incomes, and as a
result of the foreign �shing trawlers, they
had to try and protect what little they had.
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Diversi�cation as a Strategy to Invest in Stock Market

William Luo, Australia

he stock market is seen by many
as a path to success and wealth.
However, this is only true for
some lucky ones or experts.
Although, when the market is

booming, it seems that everyone can make
money, few can sell their stocks at the right
moment because most investors do not have
enough knowledge and information to
predict what the market is going to do in
the next minute. Thus, it is important for
investors to choose diversi�cation as their
strategy by hedging risks in their portfolio
and using performance measures such as the
Sharpe Ratio to better understand and
perform in the ever-changing market.

Strategy
When selecting stocks to build a portfolio,
investors should aim to select a set of stocks
that will perform well under a number of
di�erent market conditions. In order to
hedge risks, investors should focus on
selecting stocks from di�erent industries
and asset classes. The prices of the stocks are
not only purely determined by the �nancial
metrics of the company, but are also greatly
in�uenced by external means such as
political instability and industry trends. For
example, if there is a serious con�ict
between China and Australia, �rms in
China may decide to stop importing
agricultural products from Australia. This
would likely result in a signi�cant fall in

price for stocks in the agricultural �rms
because there is less demand. This would
result in signi�cant losses for investors who
only invest in the Australian agricultural
sector. Thus, to mitigate poor performance
of the entire industry, investors should
diversify their portfolios by selecting stocks
from di�erent industries and asset classes.

Portfolio (stock selection)
Figure 1: Stocks selected to form a portfolio.
Figure 1 shows an example of a diversi�ed
portfolio in the United States stock market.

This portfolio includes stocks from both
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and
NASDAQ stock exchange (NASDAQ).
This paper will use this portfolio to explain
how a diversi�ed portfolio can provide
outstanding returns while hedging risks.
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Figure 2: Stock sectors.

As shown in Figure 2, the stocks are chosen
from di�erent sectors. Because di�erent
sectors will perform di�erently in di�erent
market situations, the risks of the
investment can be reduced by choosing
stocks from a range of sectors.

Considerations
Optimal Weights, Risk and Return

The �rst step of constructing a portfolio is
to pick the stocks and give the stocks
various weights. The overall weight will be
equal to 100 percent, which means we split
all our capital into these companies. To �nd
the optimal weights, we draw the market
allocation line and the e�cient frontier
curve to �nd the optimal portfolio weight
for each stock in regard to risk and return.

The general rule in the market is if an
investor can take a higher risk, he or she
deserves to earn more returns. When
measuring a stock portfolio, investors
should consider the return and the risk
together. Portfolio returns and risks are
calculated to determine the return and its
statistical signi�cance. As shown in Figure
3, when investors are going to construct a
medium size portfolio, they might can �nd
a combination where can generate a high
return while maintaining a low risk for a
given set of stocks.

Figure 3: Risk and Return of a Portfolio

Financial Performance in a Company

Performance metrics provide insight to
consumers on the e�ciency of a businesses
they have invested in.

Similar to the operating margin, asset
utilization is a means of measuring
e�ectiveness over time. Investors can search
for the momentum of bene�t, the decline or
the rise of pro�t between cycles, as seen in
trends, to see where companies are actually
going. Analysis of past eight-quarter pro�ts
can be used to predict expected revenue
trends and elasticity of cycles.

Financial metrics of a �rm, including
income, gross margins and cash �ow, need
to be considered when buying stocks. Both
factors combined will clarify the company's
overall �nancial performance and the
likelihood of it being sustainable in the
short and long term. Creditors will look at
how stable these gains are in the sales ledger,
and how trendy they are. Higher operating
margins are usually more bene�cial in terms
of assessing how well a business is running
than smaller operating margins. Measuring
the company's cash �ow numbers, especially
cash �ow per share, helps measure
productivity. It is also a way to determine
whether a stock is over or undervalued.
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The most common valuation metric is the
price-to-earnings ratio, or P / E ratio, which
calculates an equity's price per share over its
earnings. Classi�cation of overpriced goods
is based on the price-to-sales ratio, or PSR.
The PSR compares the purchase price of a
company to the real pro�t per unit. A high
PSR indicates an overpriced stock advising
investors to sell. Another useful method for
evaluating investment assets is equating
rising investment with its benchmark.
Short-term share investors would hedge
against underperforming stocks or stocks
that have hit a cyclical peak on their
averages.

Long-term investors have the luxury of
discretion, not worrying about micro
conditions or market changes. Long-term
investors then align typical business
outcomes to their index’s aggregate trend.
Unless the stock displays signi�cant declines
or a small yet steady decline, it might be
time to sell and invest in a higher
production stock. Look at the general trend
when you buy your stock and sell shares.
Long-term buyers will review market price
projections and annual or �ve-year price
maps to see whether the portfolio is bearish
or optimistic, or if the company is doing
well. Short-term buyers may use trend
charts for forecasting the course of stocks
every month, weekly, or even intraday.
Benchmarks and industry trend charts can
also be found on websites featuring updated
inventory information. The business trends
can be compared with supply in the same
manner. They can also be analyzed to see
how the business, as a whole, functions.
When an industry does not perform well, a
study of the latest industry articles and
news releases can clarify the market
movements. In this study, the three most

important companies in this portfolio are
Tesla, Microsoft, and Apple.

Holdings

To lower the risk level, it would be better to
diversify the stocks. When the dollar value
of the stock portfolio is increasing
periodically, it might be time to reassess the
holding. To assess the probable perpetrator
in your fund’s downfall, calculate the dollar
value of growing stock. Long-term investors
should review their investment holdings at
least annually, irrespective of the outcome.
Short-term traders tend to reassess shares
on a regular basis in order to keep up with
�nancial reports on market surveys.

Backtesting

In order to prove the validity of our strategy
for the investment portfolio, we should �rst
understand the position of our portfolio
compared to the market benchmark.

Backtesting is one of the methods used to
compare the data of our portfolio with the
market. To set up for backtesting, the
portfolio return and portfolio standard
deviation are necessary. The portfolio which
takes the highest Sharpe Ratio, under our
strategy will be the best portfolio.

The Sharpe Ratio is a ratio of the average
return and the volatility of a portfolio, and
it can evaluate the past performance of a
certain portfolio with regard to its risk.

After collecting the weekly data of our ten
stocks from Yahoo Finance, we are to
backtest our strategy with Python within a
three-year window between June 30th 2020
and July 30th 2018. With the assumption
of a $1,000,000 initial investment and $0.01
transaction cost, we should �rst consider
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how many shares of each stock we should be
holding

)(ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 = 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠×𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒

and how many shares we should buy or sell
to adjust the stock weights in our portfolio
with reference to the updated weekly data.

We can then �nd the net asset value of our
portfolio by �rst calculating the expected
return of our optimal portfolio and the
total cost of the stocks. The total costs
include both the transaction costs of each
purchase or sale of stock and the dollar
amount bought or sold each week when
adjusting our portfolio weights:

Comparing the net asset value each week of
our optimal portfolio to the weekly data of
the market benchmark, we capture the
following graph (Figure 4). The orange line
represents the optimal portfolio and the
blue line represents the benchmark. This
graph shows that our portfolio performs
stronger than the market average within
this three-year window.

Figure 4: Portfolio Performance against
Market Benchmark

Conclusion
It is clear that this portfolio can generate
better results than the market does in
regard to above indicators. Also, compared
to the returns, the transaction cost is

relatively small although the frequent
rebalancing activities may generate a huge
amount of transaction cost. Thus, this
portfolio can outperform the overall market
using diversi�cation as a strategy.
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The Tulip Mania

Abby Wincey, United Kingdom

Abby Wincey is interested in economics, analysing problems that our world
faces on a day to day basis, such as poverty and homelessness. Economics strives
to �nd solutions to such inequities.

hen analysing times of great
volatility in markets and
economies, manias and their

subsequent crashes are useful analogies for
consideration. Conceptually, manias can be
regarded as sparking speculative bubbles
during periods of ‘irrational exuberance’, a
term coined by Alan Greenspan who was
Chairman of the USA Federal Reserve. This
refers to widespread market optimism in
asset prices, driving asset prices upwards and
in�ating them to a height that can only lead
to the market bursting, hence the
synonymous term to manias: ‘economic
bubbles’.

The Dutch tulip bulb market bubble, also
known as ‘tulipmania’, was one of the most
famous market bubbles and crashes of all
time, and is instrumental in displaying
similar characteristics to the UK and US
economies in 19th century and 20th century,
particularly in its origin. Tulipmania
occurred in Holland during the mid 1600s,
when speculation drove the value of tulip
bulbs to extremes. Though it may seem
di�cult to draw parallels between recent
manias, such as the 2008 Financial Crash and
a 17th century mania caused by the
sky-rocketing price of tulips in Western
Europe, ‘tulipmania’ is generally regarded as
the world’s �rst recorded speculative bubble.
By unravelling its history, ‘tulipmania’

provides a foundational understanding of
20th and 21st century manias.

It was during the Dutch Golden Age that
Ogier de Busbecq, the ambassador of
Ferdinand I, �rst distributed the tulip seeds
that reached extraordinarily high price levels
which would eventually collapse. The Dutch
Republic’s economic and �nancial system at
this point were, at the time, the most
advanced and sophisticated in history. It was
responsible for many pioneering innovations
in the economic, business and �nancial
history of the world, hence acclaiming this
era as the ‘Golden Age’. Alongside other
tradable goods entering the European
market, such as potatoes, peppers and
tomatoes, tulip bulbs were also becoming
increasingly popular. One of the main
reasons for this was their ability to tolerate
harsher climate conditions that must be
endured in the Netherlands. Their unique
colour also contributed to their popularity:
the intense, saturated petals were perceived as
status symbols, coinciding with the rise of
newly-independent Holland’s trade fortunes,
which had been unshackled from the rule of
the Spanish.

Consequently, the tulips rapidly became a
coveted luxury item. In particular, the rare
‘Bizarden’ tulips were sought after the most;
their multi-color �ame-like streaks on the
petal made them appear strikingly vivid and
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exotic. Unsurprisingly, this particular bulb
became a luxury item for the wealthy middle
and upper classes of Dutch Society, where “it
was deemed a proof of bad taste in any man
of fortune to be without a collection of
[tulips]”. Its unique variation in colour was a
catalyst for increased demand in rare,
“broken-bulb” tulips, which was what
ultimately led to the high market price.
When supply is limited and demand is
strong, prices are driven up; the same
mechanism can be applied in the case of these
tulips.

As the tulips grew in popularity, professional
growers paid increasingly high prices for the
Bizarden tulip bulbs. In 1634, as a result of
demand from the French, tulipmania swept
through the Dutch Economy with
speculators beginning to enter the market. A
single bulb was valued at 4,000-5,000 �orins,
which, by modern-day comparison, is
equivalent to $750,000 and upwards. That
same year, the Dutch created a variation of a
formal futures market, where contracts to
buy bulbs at the end of the season were
bought and sold. By 1636, this expanded and
relocated to the ‘Stock Exchange of
Amsterdam’ in Rotterdam, Harlaem.

The economy was growing and �ourishing:
professional traders joined the bandwagon,
and other speculators appeared to be making
money simply by possessing these rare red
and white striped bulbs. By 1936, the tulip
bulb became the fourth leading export
product of the Netherlands, after gin,
herrings, and cheese, purely as a result of the
speculation surrounding the future of tulips.

However, this triumph was short-lived. By
the end of the year 1637, prices began to fall.
The bubble had burst. Reportedly, bulb
contracts were changing hands around ten
times in a day, making deliveries to ful�l any

of these contracts hardly possible. Like in
many modern day manias, speculative buyers
‘panic-sold’ many of their tulips. The holders
of the bulbs were forced to liquidate their
former ‘assets’, selling at prices as low as a
quarter of their initial investment. By 1638,
tulip bulb prices had fallen, re�ecting their
true value and devoid of their aristocratic
pretence.

The tulipmania is, therefore, often cited as a
classic example of a �nancial bubble. When
the price of something goes up, it continues
to increase with a large group of people
hoping to buy it and sell it again at a pro�t.
In the case of the tulips, spending as much as
$500,000 in 1634 would have been
considered a rational investment. Since
everyone had followed this trajectory, it had
enacted the ‘greater fool’ theory. However, in
February 1637, tulip traders could no longer
�nd new buyers to willingly pay increasingly
in�ated prices for their bulbs. As this
realization hit, the demand for tulips
collapsed, causing prices to fall drastically,
and bursting the bubble.

The tulip mania can now serve as a parable
for the pitfalls of excessive greed and
unfounded speculation. The historian Anne
Goldgar argues that the Dutch economy has
faced much trauma from the bursting of the
tulip bubble, and its �nancial crisis was felt
among a considerably large group of people.
It is a story that has been incorporated into
the public discourse as a moral lesson, where
pursuing greed is unworthwhile and
dangerous. In the context of previous and
modern-day bubbles, such as the 2008
Financial Crisis and Dot Com Bubble,
parallels can be drawn, where speculative
buying and excessive optimism can lead to a
damaging downfall.

For references, click here.
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